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Key action in General Assembly
expected in committee meetings

- 44

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Committee meetings will likely be
the setting for some of the key action this week in the Kentucky
General Assembly, which returns
to work -Tuesday after a four-day
break.
The Senate Labor and Industry
Committee is scheduled to take up
a controversial bill to revise Kentucky's prevailing wage law. The
bill passed the House last week
despite intense lobbying by labor.
The vote is expected to be close
in the Senate committee, with
committee chairman, Sen.
Georgia Davis Powers, DLouisville, conceding "some
member could be the swing vote."
Mrs. Powers is opposed to the
bill etfe way it came out of the
House. She said she doesn't like
the $250,000 threshold the measure
created and she doesn't favor exempting school buildings from the
wage.
The prevailing wage is the rate
that must be paid on publicly
financed construction projects
and is based on a wage set in a
region.
The current 42-year-old law requires that all projects costing

more than $500 are subject to the
prevailing wage. The Housepassed bill raises that to $250,000,
to be adjusted annually based on
increases in the Consumer Price
Index.
The bill also exempts local
government projects where less
than 50 percent of the funds are
from the state. It also changes the
method of computing the wage.
Backers of the bill feel they
have a good chance if they can get
it to the Senate floor.
Also expected to come up in
committee for the second week in
a row is a major omnibus racing
bill, which became stalled last
week after some last-minute
changes.
The various segments of the
racing industry had negotiated
almost up to the time of Wednesday's meeting of the House
Business Organizations and Professions Committee and felt they
had reached an agreement.
However, the bill's sponsor,
Rep. Tom Burch, D-Louisville, inserted a change to give the state
more tax from off-track betting
facilities.
Off-track betting is one of the
key portions of the bill, and Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. has remainded

noncommittal on the issue.
The bill-would allow each of the
state's four thoroughbred tracks
to own and operate one off-track
facility within 15 miles of their
track. It would also allow privately owned facilities more than 70
miles from a track.
The bill also provides tax
credits for the state's small and
financially struggling
thoroughbred and harness race
tracks.
The House Education Committee may be asked to again take up
a bill requiring the University of
Kentucky and University of
Louisville to play each other in
basketball and football.
The committee was still considering the measure last week
when it adjourned, although it had
adopted an amendment that
backers contended gutted the bill.
The amendment would require
all eight state-supported four-year
universities to play in a December
basketball tournament.
Rep. Louie Guenthner, RLouisville, the bill's sponsor, contends it would raise more than $2
million over the biennium for the
two universities and generated additional money for Lexington and
Louisville.

Williams'lawyers takejury to bridge;
challenge autopsys,police reliabir
By DAVID PACE
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA (AP) - Defense
lawyers in Wayne B. Williams
murder trial took the jury to the
bridge where their client allegedly
dumped the bodies of two young
blacks to give jurors "impressions" they could net receive from
the prosecution's $15,000 model of
the structure.
The lawyers, who open their
seventh day of defense testimony
today, have also challenged autopsy findings which led to the
murder charges and the reliability of police involved in a stakeout
at the bridge.
They've also attacked the
reliability of the prosecution's
witnesses, some of whom said
they had homosexual encounters
with Williams. The attorneys are
portraying Williams as a
heterosexual who tried to help less
fortunate blacks.
After hearing seven weeks of
testimony - much of it about

events on the Jackson Parkway
bridge - jurors and alternates
made their own inspection Saturday of the stone and concrete
structure that spans the murky
Chattahoochee River.
Prosecutors had argued against
the visit, saying photographs and
a 12-foot scale model of the bridge
were good enough.
But Williams' attorney, Mary
Welcome, told the judge she
wanted the jury to "receive impressions" from the bridge itself
because of its importance to the
case.
During the visit, Ms. Welcome
told reporters that a gag order
prohibited her from saying
specifically what she hoped jurors
would see.
Williams' encounter with a
police stakeout team at the bridge
around 3 a.m. May 22 was the
centerpiece on which the state
built its case, using 118 witnesses.
The defense begins its seventh day
of testimony today.

ROCK OF AGES- The cornerstone of the old Ryan Building, dated 1913, was uncovered last week daring
renovation of the building. The structure,located at the corner of 4th and Main Streets,is being converted Into
additional store space for Corn-Austin Co. Builders 11 is the contractor for the project.

Legislators asked to stick by budget;
Reagan leave door open for changes

vousness that some members of
By CLIFF HAAS
Congress may feel in an election
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API - Presi- year."
But he urged Republicans to
dent Reagan is calling on
Republican legislators to avoid the temptation "to go for the
Williams, a 23-year-old black demonstrate "heroism and easy option, the quick fix" that
free-lance photographer and- statentanshin" by stiekin g *Mi- "solves nothing in the long res."
aspiring talent scout, pleaded in- kis embattled budget recommenThe president added, "It will
nocent to murdering Nathaniel dations, but apparently is leaving take courage and endurance Cater, 27, and Jimmy Ray Payne, the door ajar for Congress to in- heroism and statesmanship - to
21, two of 28 young blacks whose itiate some changes.
see us through."
deaths during a 22-month period
Reagan said legislators should
House Republican leaders,
were assigned to a special police
meanwhile, at-4 making overtures listen to their constituents during
task force. No arrests have been
to Democratic leaders - rather a 10-day Washington-Lincoln birmade in the 26 other slayings.
than the group of conservative thday recess and suggested they
The major element of the state's
Democrats they worked with last will hear appeals for Conuess to
case still to be challenged by the
year - in the search for a budget "hold firm to the course we have
defense is the evidence linking
that Congress and the president charted for recovery."
synthetic fibers found on the
"I urge you to listen to the real
can agree on.
bodies of 12 victims to Williams.
Reagan sent a letter to all voices of the American people, not
Charles Morton, head of the
Republican members of the House just the squeaky wheels," the
criminalistics laboratory at the
__ _
and Senate over the weekend say- president said.
Institute of Forensic Science in
Reagan also repeated his stand
ing, "I understand the nerOakland, Calif., has examined the
evidence for the defense and will
testify before the jury begins its
de'iberations.
The jury probably will also hear
from Williams, who has sat
stoically at the defense table during the trial, occasionally taking
On Sunday, technicians comCAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)
notes and conferring with his
- Only last-minute checks re- pleted the installation of explosive
lawyers.
mained for space shuttle techni- devices in the Columbia's solid
cians on the eve of the Columbia's rocket boosters, a job that began
Saturday night, Young said.
31
/
2-mile rollout to the launch pad
"And that's about the last major
for its third mission into space.
Kennedy Space Center thing they have to do before we
Murray Skating Rink. Police
spokesman Dick Young said Sun- roll it out onto the pad," he said.
records indicated a investigation
Meanwhile, astronauts Jack
day that only the final details of
is continuing into the incident.
checks
and Gordon Fullerton
-Lousma
Columbia's
pre-rollout
the
were
,Break-in and theft
remain to be completed today as -returned to Houston Space Center
reported at the home of Myrtle
workers were scheduled to begin Saturday for further training,
Cayce,905 Coldwater Road.
Young said.
moving their work platforms
According to Peeler, Cayce had
moved.
The two will return to Kennedy
can
be
shuttle
so
the
away
the
home
during
from
away
been
Space Center sometime next week
At 5 a.m. EST Tuesday, the
weekend and upon her return at
for a countdown demonstration
approximately 3:20 p.m. Sunday, shuttle is scheduled to be rolled
test, Young said. The launch of the
out of the huge Vehicle Assembly
reported to the Murray Police a
world's first reusable spacecraft
Building to its launch site, Young
break-in and theft. A window in
is scheduled for March 22.
said. The shuttle will take most of
the front of her home was broken
/
2 miles
"The CDT is a major launch pad
the morning to travel the 31
and articles were missing.
test," he said. "But all it really is
between the VAB and the pad, acPolice are continuing an inis a dress rehearsal for launch."
vestigation into the incident.
cording to NASA officials.

Shuttle to be moved to launch site;
astronauts ready for further training

Man,woman arrested following store break-in
A man and a woman were arrested following an early morning
break-in at Cook's Jewelry Store,
Central Shopping Center.
Charged with the alleged breakin are Stacy Brandon, 23, Rt. 1,
Alnao and Jimmy Stubblfield, 23,
Rt. 1, Almo.
According to Murray Police
Detective Charles Peeler, at approximately 1:03 a.m. this morning, the burglar alarm at the

Separate crashes
kill eight, leave
four missing
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)- Five
separate air crashes in 20 hours
killed eight people and left four
others missing as rain and high
winds buffeted northern California, authorities reported.
Three light airplanes crashed
within 25 miles of each other in a
hilly area about 65 miles southeast
of San Francisco.
Another light plane slammed into a hillside about 25 miles north of
San Francisco, and a logging
helicopter crashed in a forest
about 165 miles northeast of the city.
Rescue workers searched in the
rain late Sunday night near 3,481foot Cathedral Peak for what
Merced County sheriff's officials
believed was the wreckage of a
Cessna 172 carrying three men
and a woman. The plane left San
Jose Saturday morning and was
due back the same night after
stops in Mojave and Bakersfield.
All of the accidents were under
investigation by the National
Transportation Safety Board and
the Federal Aviation Administration. Officials could not immediately determine the causes of
the

jewelry store sounded. Patrolmen
responding found the display window had been broken and merchandise removed.
At approximately 1:26 Brandon
and Stubblefield were arrested
and charged with third degree
burglary and theft over 9100.
Peeler reported the merchandise
allegedly taken from the store
window was recovered.
A set of hubcaps was reported
stolen from a vehicle owned by
Johnny Tucker Saturday night
between the hours of 7:30 and 10.
The vehicle was parked at the

Lousma and Fullerton completed two make-believe missions
without a hitch Friday.
One test, a simulated firing, reentry and landing, took about an
hour. Earlier, the two completed a
26-minute mock emergency
return to the shuttle's launch site,
Young said.
Tests will continue on the shuttle after it is rolled out to the pad
area. From Tuesday through Friday, technicians will validate all
pad connections to assure that
electronic and hydraulic systems
are hooked up correctly, Young
said.
Later, tests will be run on the
fuel cells of the solid rocket
boosters, and on the auxiliary
power units, he said.

Murray High places first
in drama tournament at MSU
MHS students received superior
ratings from all three judges for
their performance of "The
ildren's Hour," a one-act play
by Lillian Hellman. They will advance to state competition in

March in Lexington, according to
Mark Etherton, drama coach.
Kellie Overbey and Kate
Shepard shared most outstanding
performer honors for the tournament. Other cast members included Lisa Mikulcik, Kimberly Oles,
Lisa Blankenship, Tiffany Taylor
and Barry Wyatt. Lisa Russell
and Sandra Whaley served as
technical managers.

rain tonight

today's index

Murray High School placed first
in the regional drama tournament
Saturday at Murray State University.

VISIT CAPITOL - State Sen. Greg Higdon, D-Fancy Farm, recently was visited at the State Capitol by
some of hls Western Kentucky anstituents. Standing on the Senate President's platform are, left to right:
Mr.and Mrs. Ray T. Broach, Higdon,and Mr. and Mrs. Graham Feltner. The Calloway County couples were
participating in Farm Bureau Day festivities.

BEST
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against reducing military spending or increasing taxes to trim
deficts.
"When it comes to holding down
taxes and insuring a strengthened
national defense to protect the
peace, there must be no such thing
as retreat."
Included with the pep talk,
however, was an apparent invitation for suggestions from Congress on ways to whittle the
record deficits the administration
is forecasting for 1982 and 1983.
"There will always be room for
improvement in any budget and
any economic policy," the president said. "Where further savings
can be found, or a better way of
meeting agreed upon goals can be
worked out, I pledge my full
cooperation to you, and I want to
(Continued On Page Two)
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Increasing cloudiness and
mild today with a chance of
showers developing southwest.
Highs from around 50 northeast
to around 60 southeast. Rain
likely statewide tonight with
lows in the 40s. Rain continuing
Tuesday. Highs in the 50s.
Wednesday through Friday:
Fair Wednesday with chance of
showers about Thursday and
again on Friday. Highs in the
mid 40s to mid 50s and lows
mainly in the 30s.
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Union agreement marks new direction
DEARBORN, Mich. (AP) —
United Auto Workers President
Douglas Fraser said today his
union's tentative agreement with
Ford Motor Co. marks a new
direction in collective bargaining
that will help stem the rising tide
of unemployment in the auto industry.
Fraser said on ABC-TV's "Good
Morning, America" that because
of the successful emergency contract concession talks with Ford,
"I think in the future, we're going
to treat unemployment in a more
humane and civilized manner."
He called the tentative pact,
which requires Ford workers to
forego wage and cost-of-living increases in return for limited job
_security and profit sharing, a
"new direction, because we're
-now in our 35th month of very very
:high unemployment in the auto industry. For the unemployed
worker, it's frustrating, he feels
despair, and even agony."
Fraser said he was unable to
say how many jobs the new contract would save, but added, "certainly it should lend stability to the
industry." He pointed to the provision calling for a limited
moratorium on plant closings over
24 months and said "it's no secret
the Ford Motor Co. was contemplating closing a number of
plants."
The union's vice president,
Donald Ephlin, predicted "the
(Ford-UAW) council and
membership will overwhelmingly

V4

ROUGHNECKING — Tim Blakeman climbs to the top of an
oil rig near Evanston, Wyo., during sub-zero temperatures that
covered most of the west. Blakeman feels that working the rigs
"gets in your blood." He has been roughnecking for five years
In Nevada, Texas and Idaho, and plans on going into the production end of the business.

r

Budget. .
the fact that he will meet this
saw the president's weekend let(Continued From Page One)
week with Rep. James R. Jones,
ter as a hopeful sign.
hear from you."
"I think this letter that he's
The tone of the letter contrasted D-Okla., chairman of the House
written and the implementation of
with the strong rhetoric the presi- Budget Committee, to discuss a
it is going to greatly enhance the
dent and administration officials possible bipartisan solution to the
chances of success for his proused last week when Reagan call- problem of huge deficits.
"We've always had to have
gram," said Rep. Thomas B.
ed on his critics to "put up or shut
Evans Jr., R-Del., one of
up" and described his budget as some Democratic support to make
anything go and while it may not
Reagan's leading supporters in
"a line drawn in the dirt."
take the same form that it did last
the House.
Sea. Ernest Hollings,
"You accomplish a great deal
responded with an alternative year ... it might have some variamore by reaching out to Congress
budget plan that even Senate Ma - tions.
Michel would not rule out the
and by indicating to them that you
jority Leader Howard H. Baker
are willing to work with them in
Jr., R-Tenn., said had merit. But possibility of cooperation with the
partnership towards narrowing
Treasury Secretary Donald T. - -majority Deilloevatic leadership
the federal deficit," Evans added.
Regan denounced the plan as "ab- in the House.
Such an alliance in the House
In early January, Evans wrote
solutely ridiculous" and "an afwould contrast to last year's coalito Reagan suggesting that the
front to the American people" and
White House spokesman David tion in which maverick conser- -:president "ask individual
vative Democrats joined ,with
members of Congress to join with
Gergen said, "There is no plan
united .Republicans to pass
you in finishing the job that rehere to compromise."
mains-to be done."- _
There has been virtually Reagan's proposals virtuallutit"Part of that task Is to suggest
unanimous agreement that the tact .
But that coalition is in trouble.
innovative ways to narrow the
president's deficit forecast of $91.5
Rep. Phil Gramm, D-Texas,
deficit without hurting people trubillion in fiscal 1983 will not be
who
co-sponsored Reagan's
ly in need. If you personally resupported in Congress.
,
quest members to participate in
House Republican leader budget in the House last year, said
exploring ways to reduce the
Robert H. Michel of Illinois sum- there is "a clear concensus that
budget deficit in this manner the
med up the reaction among con- the deficit is too big and
benefits would be significant both
servatives by saying they feel as if something has to be done about
it."
substantively and politically,"
they've been "pole-axed."
At least one House Republican
said Evans.
Michel has made no secret of
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LOS ANGELES (AP) —
American motorists have turned
their backs on most alternatives
to gasoline, except for diesel, fuel
expert Dan Lundberg says.

pared to some grades of gasoline,
and how much is based on fuel efficiency and availability is not
known," he wrote. "But ... tighter
oil supplies could reverse this
trend."
Only diesel fuel has increased in
Lundberg surveys 16,000 service
demand over the last three years,
even though its average U.S. stations and truck stops nationalretail price is higher than that of ly. His latest report includes price
regular leaded gasoline and is trends for regular unleaded
moving toward regular unleaded gasoline versus gasohol, diesel
and propane during the nine mongasoline prices, the analyst said in
ths from May 1981 through
his weekly Lundberg Letter.
January 1982.
"While public interest in
Diesel prices increased an
gasohol and other alternative
motor fuels as gasoline substitutes average of 1.7 percent over the
and lead-free options has faded period, edging closer to fullduring a long Indian summer of service regular unleaded
abundant gasoline supplies, in- gasoline. The gasohol full-service
terest in diesel has been growing average fell three-tenths of one
rapidly," Lundberg said in the let- percent, but was less competitive
with full-service regular unleaded
ter, released Friday.
"How much of this is based on a than it was last May because
remaining price advantage corn- regular unleaded, on the average,

merican Catholic missionary killed
GUATEMALA CITY (AP) — An
American Catholic missionary
who left Nicaragua because he opposed the leftist government has
been murdered in Guatemala, the
15th church worker kidnapped or
murdered in this Central
American nation.
No one claimed responsibility
for the killing of Brother James
Alfred Miller, 37, of Custer, Wis.,
on Saturday.
Church and human rights
groups blame most of the political
violence in Guatemala on ultrarightist supporters of the military

government. But another mis- in Huehuetenango, 165 miles n(
sionary who worked with Miller in thwest of Guatemala City.
Nicaragua said he asked for a
"He was working outside the I
transfer after the 1979 Sandinista dian center when he was shot
revolution installed a leftist four men wearing hoods," said t
government.
LaSalle Order of which he wa5.
"He was not in agreement with member.
what the Sandinistas were doing,"
Witnesses said the kille
said the brother, who requested escaped in a car.
anonymity.
"The murder.. brings to 15 t
National police said Miller, number of priests and religic
known locally as Brother San- (members of religious ordei
tiago, was shot to death by several who have been kidnapped
"heavily armed men" as he was murdered in Guatemala," t
repairing a window at the school statement said.
for poor Indians where he taught
Another American Catholic if
sionary, the Rev. Stanley Roth4
from Oklahoma, was killed 11
July 28 at Santiago Atitlan,
miles west of Guatemala City. T
police arrested three suspec
saying they killed the priest wt
he caught them robbing the pari
sideways into the eastbound lane
house.
of the highway.
Miller was a member of the
The resulting collision, which
Paul, Minn., province of the Chi
brought the Williams car into the
tian Brothers, which outside t
passenger side of the Goatee car,
United States is called the LaSa
killed all four people at the scene,
Order after its founder, St. Jo
according to Henderson County
Baptist de la Salle. Miller's be
deputy coroner Robert Wilson.
was to be flown today to St. Pi
The mishap occurred about
for a memorial service Tuesd
11:30 a.m. CST at a point about
night. Funeral services a
four-tenths of mile west of the
scheduled Thursday in Stev(
Henderson city limits.
Point, Wis., near Custer.
In a Saturday mishap, James R.
Barnett, 33, of Lynn, Ala., was
killed when his tractor-trailer
The Murray Ledger & Times
truck collided with a car on In( USPS 306-700)
terstate 65 in LaRue County.
The Murray Ledger S Times Is publish,
incept Sundays, July
afternoon
According to KSP, a car driven
every
Christmas Day, New Years Day al
by Michelle Taylor, 35, of Science
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspape
Hill spun out of control on an icy
Inc., III N. 4th, Murray, Ky. 42071. Steel
Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071.
stretch of the highway. Barnett's
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas aerv
rig collided with the car, then ran
by carriers, $3.50 per month, payable in a
vance. By mail in Calloway County and
off the road and overturned.
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and F4
Barnett was crushed to death inmington, Ky., and Paris. Buchanan al
Puryear, Tn., 124.50 per year. By mall
side the wreckage of the truck
other destinations $39.50 per year.
cab, police said.
To reach all departments of the newspac
Ms. Taylor and three
phone 753-1916.
passengers in her car received
minor injuries.

The deaths raised the weekend
traffic death toll in Kentucky to
five, and brought the yearly total
to 79. A total of 91 had died on state
roads through this date last year.
Judith Goatee,24, of Henderson,
and her two daughters, Joyce, 5,
and Crystal,8 months, were killed
Sunday in the Henderson County
accident, as was the driver of the
second car, Robin A. Williams, 21,
of Evansville.
According to KSP reports, the
Goatee car was traveling west on
U.S. 60 west of Henderson when it
went off the shoulder of the
highway. Witnsees told police that
the driver managed to return the
vehicle to the roadway, but the car
went out of control and slid
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fell 1.3 percent during the sarr
period, the letter reported.
Vehicles powered by proper
lose up to 20 percent in milea
compared with gasoline, Luni
berg said, but propane costs a
average of 21 percent less tha
regular unleaded. It burns cleani
and, along with compresse
natural gas, is becoming commc
for fleet use.
Conversion of a standard cr
engine to the use of propane cos.
about $1,000, which can t
recouped after about one yea
based on propane prices and low(
engine maintenance costs.
A major drawback is the sitarc
ty of outlets, Lundberg said, bi
new outlets are opening in ever
part of the U.S.
However, he added, "fuel dive
sification will likely be stalled .5.
long as gasoline prices contini
their downward slide."

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEEUNG WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

9
c
8
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Robbie Robinson, UAW collective bargaining representative at
Ford's Wixom plant in suburban
Detroit, predicted a close vote.
"There are a lot of wary people"
at his plant, he said. "They (union
officials) are going to have to do a
lot of explaining and convincing at
most plants. My guess is that it's
gonna be awful close and may
even go down to defeat."
Ron Spradlin, UAW local president in Tulsa, Okla., said in talking with local autoworkers he
found "the people, the greatest
majority, were pretty well pleased with what our negotiators had
done."

Nashville, Tenn., Local 7:
President Walter Whittemore wi
cautious in his assessment b:
said the proposal "could stc
some plant closings, and that
one of my main concerns."
"If we didn't think it was go<
for the Ford workers, we wouldr
have reached an agreement
Ephlin said Saturday.
Ford Chairman Philip Caldwt
said the agreement "should...1
the catalyst for restoring the cor
pany's competitiveness," but I
did not elaborate. The compar
did not indicate whether ci
prices would be reduced becaii
of the concessions.
Ford and UAW officials refusl
to say how much the accord wou
save the nation's No. 2 automake
which has said it expects to repo
a loss of more than $1 billion la
year.

Americans refuse most alternative
for automobile fuels except diesel

By The Associated Press
Five people were killed in traffic accidents on Kentucky
highways over the weekend, including four who died in a two-car
wreck in Henderson County, according to Kentucky State Police
reports.

VITE

Crisco

and-file over the coming weeks,
the agreement would run through
Sept. 14, 1984, replacing the current three-year contract that is set
to expire Sept. 14.

Five killed during past weekend
in accidents'On Kentucky roads

SAVE — SAVE!SAVE — SAVE!

-;

endorse this proposal," but at
least one union leader said UAW
officials may have a hard time
persuading workers to accept the
plan.
The 31-month accord, reached
Saturday after 13 straight days of
bargaining, provides for
guaranteed income for higherseniority workers and an experimental plant program where
most workers will have "an
equivalent of lifetime employment."
In return, Ford's 170,000
workers would give up wage increases over the life of the pact,
defer cost-of-living allowance
payments until September 1983
and do without eight paid personal
holidays annually.
The UAW Ford council must
vote on the pact Wednesday in
Chicago. If approved by the rank-

Four door, It. blue, blue vinyl roof, blue cloth
interior, V-8, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning. 39xxx miles.
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Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Nome" ma
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over 50 years. Just call me.
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The Three Mile Island nuclear accident in 1979
seemed to bear out Murphy's law: If anything can
go wrong, it will. The emergency at the Ginna
nuclear power plant in New York may validate
another old principle: When in doubt, follow the
directions.
Faced with a sudden break in a pipe carrying
water at high pressure, operators on duty at the
Ginna plant did what they were trained to do and
the safety systems functioned as they were supposed to. As a result, the venting of radioactive steam
was held to a level which the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission regards as negligible. There was no
threat to the public safety; the "alert" at the Ginna
site was short-lived; and the plant may be back in
service within a matter of weeks.
At Three Mile Island, by contrast, an equipment
failure was compounded by failure of the crew to
follow prescribed procedures. What might have
been a minor incident escalated into days of nervewracking uncertainty about what was going on.
There was major damage to the reactor and a
cleanup problem of great complexity and cost.
Any event at a nuclear power plant which results
in an unscheduled emission of radiation arouses
concern, but a nuclear industry struggling to regain
public confidence may find some comfort in the
Ginna incident. The case for nuclear power rests on
an assumption that there is enough safety
engineered into nuclear plants to make the
possibility of a harmful release of radiation
statistically remote. Neither the TMI fiasco, nor
any incident before or since, has contradicted that
assumption.
One result of TMI was for the industry to put
more emphasis on the training ad discipline of utility employees operating nuclear plants. That may
have been reflected in the observation by an NRC
official that the Ginna crew reacted "skillfully and
swiftly" to the recent problem.
Another development is a new concern by the
NRC about corrosion and aging of reactor systems
which, like the one at Ginza, have been in service
for 10 years or more. Whether this rupture of a pipe
might have been averted by better inspection or
preventive maintenance is something for the NRC
investigation to determine.
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State employees may get new bill of rights
FRANKFORT — Legislation introduced in both the House and
Senate may be considered as a new
bill of rights for state employees
although it does not infringe upon the
governor's right to appoint and
_dismiss certain key personnel in
state government.
Provisions of the companion bills
basically give all state employees
greater job security through an
employee strengthened appeal panel,
Representative Hank Hancock, DFrankfort, and Senator Fred
Bradley, D-Frankfort, chief sponsors
of the legislative said.
Other House sponsors are
Democrats Marshall Long,
Shelbyville; Adrian Arnold, Mt.
Sterling; Joe Barrows, Paducah;
David Boswell, Owensboro; William
Brinkley, Madisonville; James
Bruce, Hopkinsville; Clay Crupper,
Dry Ridge; Mark Farrow, Stamping
Ground; James Lewis Foster,
Lewisburg; Thomas Jones,
Lawrenceburg; Roger Noe, Harlan;
Kenny Rapier, Bardstown; and Paul
W. Richardson, Winchester;
Republican sponsors are Barry
Caldwell, Villa Hills; Elmer Patrick,

Williamsburg; and Arthur Schmidt,
Cold Springs.
Other Senate sponsors are Ed
Ford, Cynthiana; John Doug Hays,
Pikeville, both Democrats; and
Republican Dr. John E. Trevey, Lexington.
The legislation would make the
Personnel Board more responsible to
all state employees and not just those
covered by the State Merit System as
is now the case.
The bill creats a new chapter which
enlarges the board to seven
members, giving rank-and-file
employees two seats; requires the
commissioner to be-a graduate of an
accredited college or university and
have at least 10 years of experience
in personnel administration or
relatived fields.
The governor will appoint the commissioner but with the approval of
the board composed of two persons
elected by state employees, and five
appointed by the governor from a list
of names submitted by the
Legislative Research Commission,
the Commission on Women, and the
Commissioner on Human Rights
which guarantees these groups

Dear Editor,
We have come to the end of the world view articulated by the Enlightenment philosophes.
Western civilization last faced similar circumstances at the'time of Martin Luther when the
medieval world vas exhausted and coming apart.
Luther struck the spark that kindled the old order,
and the humanists, who had a new vision, quickly
allied themselves with him. They could not put their
plans into effect until the old order was abolished,
and Luther was the sword whereby that was accomplished.
Discontent had been growing for at least two centuries over the expanding corruption within the
church/state. There was much call for reform and
many reformers arose, but none was successful
because none went to the roots and heart of the problem — that was left for Luther and that explains
his success.
Every age and every civilization must have its
ultimate authorities — sets of beliefs and priests
who define and interpret events in terms of those
beliefs. In Luther's day the beliefs were theological
and the authorities were ecclesiastical. Luther attacked both and set the world on fire.
When the religious storms had blown themselves
.
out, the humanists began their task of painting a
se.
, new world view — one that was totally secular and
that culminated in the vision of the Enlightenment.
'
Ultimately, psychologists and psychiatrists emergas the priests of the new world order.
ed
ft,
Now it is over. We have come to the end of their
play. But until they are gone from the stage, the
new story cannot begin.
Dan Arnold
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Looking back

dger St Times

Ten years ago
A Billirubin Life had been donated to Pediatric
Department of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
in memory of Dr. Ora K. Mason by her friends. Pictured demonstrating the machine was Eunie Garrison, head nursery nurse. The baby pictured was
Traci Elizbeth Walker. .. _
Murray State University was to commemorate
March 8 as Charter Day of its golden anniversary
year. Ceremonies were to take place at Frankfort
and Murray.
Twenty years ago
Pvt. Gary W. Humes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Orval
P. Humes, Rt. 3, had been assigned to Company D,
10th Battalion,4th Training Regiment,Fort Knox.
George Hart, president of Bank of Murray, had
been notified by telegram from American Bankers
Association that the bank had been included in list
of 2,000 largest banks in United States.
Thirty years ago
T. 0. Turner, Murray businessman, had been appointed as 1952 Easter Seal chairman for Calloway
County fund drive.
Jerry Williams of Murray had been serving as
director of 1952 Campus lights production at Murray State College Feb. 14-1*
_
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representation.
The commissioner will be required
to maintain personnel records on all
employees and report any turnover
rate of 15 percent or more in any
department, bureau, division or section in a I2-month period.
The bill says the commissioner
shall conduct an investigation into
the reason for the turnover and
report the findings to the Personnel
Board,the governor and the LRC.
The bill shields the two elective
members from domination by the executive branch and insures their
right to attend Personnel Board
meetings.
If a rank-and-file board member's
employment status rises above this
level, the position becomes vacant
immediately and is to be filled by a
rank-and-file employee.
The proposed bill also provides
authority for the Personnel Board to
to hire, under budget restrictions,
needed personnel to administer and
enforce provisions of the bill.
It also extends appeal rights to
classified employees who are
dismissed, demoted, suspended or
otherwise penalized for cause. Any

unclassified employee who is
dismissed without cause shall not
have right of appeal.. protecting the
governor appointive rights.
It requires the board to hear appeals within 60 days after filing and
announce final disposition within 90
days.
A seniority system of sorts would
be established for state employees
laid off through no fault of their own.
They would have reinstatement
rights through seniority.
Protection is also extended to
employees who have been promoted
to positions exempt from classified
service. Reinstatement rights are
provided.
Preferential re-employment rights
are guaranteed career employees(20
or more years of service) who are
laid off through no fault of their own.
A provision also is made for paying
unused compensatory time to those
leaving state employment.
The bill is designed, the sponsors
say, "To boost the morale of state
employees and require the board to
be more responsive to the needs of
state employees."

•
capitol conversation
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — After
six weeks of the 1982 legislative session, nothing in the way of an acute
crisis or rampant emotions on issues
seems to have surfaced.
"It's an orderly legislature," commented one observer close to the
situation.
There was a brief setback in the
House a couple of weeks ago when
two committee chairmen drew
criticism from annoyed colleagues,
but once more, independence from a
governor — at least more than
anytime previously — appears to be
justifying itself.
Illustrative of the basic calm in the
General Assembly are a couple of
events last week and the outcome so
far of what were expected to be
sharply controversial issues.
Last week, the House enacted and
sent to the Senate important changes
in the prevailing wage law which
would affect many segments of labor
in Kentucky and the cost of public
projects.
In substance, labor lost and the
taxpayer gained. The way the
prevailing wage issue was handled is
what prompted acrimony within a
committee the previous week.
But on the House floor, anyone
listening would have received an
education on the merits of both
views, without any accompanying
hysteria. Count one for the legislative
process.
Another bill in the House — one to
permit multibank operations within
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Kentucky — lost despite a strong, expensive effort by urban banks.
The issue was to have been bitter,
but again, after much debate, the
House simply buried the measure.
although revival still is possible.
There were no serious outbursts
concerning either bill on the purported sinister power of the governor,as in former days.
Before the session began, the three
top issues, which were regarded as
potentially explosive, were the
budget, legislative redistricting and
the reorganization powers of a governor.
Now, these matters seem to have
fallen into place routinely.
The budget question mainly involved whether new taxes would be proposed by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. to
undergird continuance of certain
necessary programs.
Brown defused this in a sense by
saying that the point should be addressed in a future special session,
which he has power to call.
That leaves only the suggestions of
some legislators for more state
revenue through added taxes and the
reply by opponents of too much taxation already.
Redistricting was thought to be
perhaps the biggest thorn since it involved the future posts of several
Senate and House members. The
feeling of the legislative leadership
was that it had to be gotten out of the
way quickly so it did not become an
albatross on the process of enacting
other legislation later.
So it has happened. Against some
criticism in each instance, both the.
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Does child who kills parentget socialsecurity?
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these column, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Some friends and I
were talking the other night. about
Social Security. One pointed out that
there was something that he had
been wondering about for a long
time, just out of curiosity. If a young
person, under the age of 16, kills a
parent or both parents, and becomes
eligible for social security benefits
from that parent's work record, does
he receive the benefits? We discussed both sides of it and all of us agree
that he shouldn't be able to receive
the benefits, since he would be

benefiting from committing a horrendous crime. How would this situation be handled by social security?
L.Y.
ANSWER: The Department of
Health and Human Services
Secretary Richard S. Schweiker announced on January 18th that the
Social Security Administration is
taking immediate steps to close
loopholes that permit the payment of
Social Security survivor benefits to
children who intentionally kill a
parent.
"I'm not goidg to stand by and let a
juvenile delinquent get money out of
the Social Security fund because he
killed his parent," Saiweiker said.
Recent news reports in California
that focused on two individuals who
received survivor benefits even
though they were found to have
willfully killed a parent, prompted
the secretary's action. Those two individuals were minors when the

homicides occurred, and because
their cases were handled within
California's juvenile court system
their crimes were not subject to current regulations that would preclude
payment.
As a result of the secretary's action, Social Security offices nationwide have been ordered not to process claims from survivors who may
have been involved in an intentional
act which resulted in the death of a
parent. In addition, offices have been
instructed to forward to headquarters a description of the circumstances involving current
beneficiaries who may have been involved in a felonious homicide.
"Just because an individual is a
minor at the time a homicide occurs
he should not be allowed to receive
benefits which would be denied an
adult convicted of a felonious
homicide," said Social Security Commissioner John A. Svahn."

with a gentlemen's agreement not to
interfere in the other's problems.
Congressional redistricting has been
even easier.
As for reorganization, that outcome is not known because the basic
proposal for dividing executive and
legislative authority has not emerged
as a definitive bill.
But attempted compromise is in
the air between Brown's office and
the legislators who are pushing for
clarification.
And the General Assembly is not
striking back at Brown just for the
sake of flexing muscles, as was the
concern among leaders.
Witness the Senate's approval last
week of the governor's plan to
recreate a three-member Public Service Commission even though
Brown's earlier action doing so by
executive order was sharply criticized by many lawmakers.
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Today in history
Today is Monday, Feb. 15, the 46th
day of 1982. There are 319 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 15, 1922, the Permanent
Court of International Justice held its
first session at the Hague.
On this date:
In 1789, the Roman Republic was
proclaimed by the French after the
capture of Rome.
In 1944, U.S. troops completed their
reconquest of the Solomon Islands in
the Pacific during World War II.

In 1se3, several people, including
three army officers, were arrested in
France on charges of plotting to
assassinate President Charles de
Gaulle.
And in 1965, China's foreign
minister, Chen Yi, said in Peking
that peaceful coexistence with
United States was out of the question.
Ten years ago, Attorney General
John Mitchell resigned to take over
as director of President Richard Nixon's re-election campaign.
, Five years ago, President Carter's

mother, Lillian, received a warm
welcome in a town north of Bombay,
India, where she had served in the
Peace Corps ten years earlier.
One year ago, Senate Budget
Chairman Pete Domenici, R-N.M.,
said President Reagan's upcoming
budget proposals would reduce inflation to "a reasonable level" by 1984.
Thought For Today: Men are wise
in proportion not to their experience,
but to their capacity for experience.
— George Bernard Shaw, British
dramatist and critic (1856-1950).
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At-home husband throws
marriage out the window
n• •

DEAR ABBY: Here is
my story: I was in the
U.S. Air Force for 20
years and retired a few
years ago at the age of 37.
At 21 I married a
hometown girl, expecting
to grow old with her and
enjoy our retirement
years together. I soon
found out that retirement
with my wife was not
what I had expected, but
for the sake of our
children, I stayed mar-

.

THE BEAST
WITHIN (PG)
Graphic Horror!!

As inspiring Story
Of Nesion Coors's!

red.
Two years ago, while
cleaning out our basement, I came across a
box of fragile items that
had been wrapped in old
newspapers. It was then
that I read a Dear Abby
column in the Duluth
Herald dated Sept. 11,
1968. That article changed my life.
I am divorced now and
have met a lovely woman
whom I hope to marry
soon. All I want to say,
Abby, is that had it not
been for your article, I
might have still been
married to a woman who
was becoming more like
the woman in that article
every day.
I just wonder how
many other people are in
similar circumstances,
but lack the courage to do
something about it.
Thanks for helping me
to change my life for the
better. I'm enclosing a
copy of the article, which
I shall always treasure.
NO NAME,PLEASE
'DEAR ABBY: My
husband is retired now,
and most of his cronies
are either dead or too sick
to be any company to
him. He used to be quite
the 'man about town' and
I spent many evenings
alone and heavy-hearted,
wondering when he would
come home.
"Now, do you know
what? I can't get him out
of the house. I actually
have to look for things for
him to do. 'Go to the
grocery store! Go to the
drugstore! Go to the
hardware store!"
"I can't stand the sight
of him anymore. 1 get

Tennis group plans play

nauseated when I hear
his key in the door.
"After he reads the
morning paper, he starts
to follow me around like a
puppy, supervising the
cooking, housekeeping,
etc.
"If I have an acquaintance in for a cup of tea,
he moves right in and
monopolizes the conversation.
"Dear God, I am so
sick of him, death would
be a welcome release.
Sincerely, WEARY"
"DEAR WEARY:
Yours or his? The quality
of a marriage is only as
good as the materials used by the builders. The
'lumber of life' is caring,
sharing, patience,
forgiveness and
understanding. One can't
expect to spend his
twilight years in a
cathedral when he's accumulated only enough
'lumber'fora shack."
•••
DEAR ABBY:
Although my wife can't
balance her checkbook,
she came up with an excellent suggestion for
checkbook users in the
new year.
Write the numbers
"82" on all checks to be
used in January so as to
avoid absentmindedly
writing "1981" on those
checks, making them invalid.
After a year of check
writing, last year's date
has become a habit that is
sometimes difficult to
break./
FELIX
DEAR FELIX:
Thanks. But January
alone won't do it for me.

I'm writing "1982" until
March.
.••
DEAR ABBY: I was so
glad to see the letter in
the column about people
who use "you know" in
every other sentence. I
was once one of those people, and I didn't realize it
until I met the man who
later became my husband.
Here is how he broke
me of the "you know"
habit: Every time I said
"you know," he would
say, "Yes, I know." Then
I realized I was "you
knowing" in nearly every
sefttence!
If people who have this
sloppy speech habit want
to overcome it, they
should ask a close friend
to do what my husband
did. It's embarrassing at
first, but it really works,
and it's worth it.
CURED IN VIRGINIA
DEAR CURED: You're
right, you know?
•••
Do you hate to write letters because you don't
know what to say?
Thank-you notes, sympathy letters, congratulations, how to decline and
accept invitations and
how to write an interesting letter are included in Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $2
and a long, stamped (37
cents), self-addresse
envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood,Calif. 90038.

0

Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will meet Thursday, Feb. 18, at 9 a.m. at home of
Vicki Baker to go to Kenlake Tennis Center for
play.
The lineup is as follows: Court One —Janie Ryan,
Janice Howe, Norma Frank and Sandy Brannon;
Court Two — Judy Latimer, Vicki Baker, Marilyn
Adkins and Leisa Faughn; Court Three — Annie
Knight, Mug Rigsby, Cathy Young and Frances
Hulse. For a substitue call Agnes Payne or Becky
Wilson.

Scott serving in Germany
Spec. 4 Richard B. Scott, son of Charles W. Scott
and Donna M. Scott, Rt. 6, has arrived for duty in
Neu Ulm, West Germany.
Scott, a company operations assistant with 56th
Field Artillery Brigade, was previously assigned to
Fort Campbell. He received an associate degree in
1974 from Tallahassee Junior College, Fla.

Quilt exhibit at Princeton
A Quilt Exhibit in recognition of American
History Month, opened Sunday and will continue
through Friday, Feb. 26, at Guild House Galery, 115
East Main St., Princeton. Gallery hours are 1 to 4
daily except Monday and Friday from 5:30 to 8:30
p.m.

After but one year of
practical functioning, the
Murray Calloway Count
Hospice Program is
rapidly becoming
recognized across the
state as a model operation.
The program, the
primary objective of
which is to help the terminally ill and their
families, enrolled its first
patient Jan. 15, 1981, after
10 months of community
assessment, planning and
volunteer education.
To date, 20 patients and
their families have
benefitted from the program, and in several
cases bereavement support has continued for the
family for 6 to 12 months
following the death of the
patients.
More than 145
volunteer workers have
received as much as 18
hours of specialized training learning to help meet
the physical, spiritual
and practical needs of the
participating families.
Of these, 54 have been
assigned to "teams,"
small groups whose
members visit regularly
in the homes, run errands, prepare meals, do
housework and provide
periodic relief for family
members so they can pursue normal activities and
hobbies.

A Typical Hospice
"team" includes the
family physician, a
minister and from two to
five volunteers. With exception, of course, of the
physician, all services
rendered are free.
Although each team
has functioned differently, the over-all objective
has been the same — to
promote physical comfort, emotional stability
and spiritual assurance
so that life for all involved can be as full as possible.
Even though they are
varied and extensive in
scope, all services provided by Hospice team
members are coordinated with the family's
preferences and needs.
Team members also
continue their visits when
patients are hospitalized,
augmenting the continuity of care and the
systematic program of
emotional support.
Eight patients were
hospitalized at the time of
their Hospice enrollment
and did not return home
prior to death. In each of
these cases, a Hospice
team was on hand to provide support for both the
— family and the —
hospital staff in the care
and comfort of all involved.
Directing the program,
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Bluegrass festival planned
Kentucky Chimes Bluegrass Music and Arts and
Crafts Festival will be conducted in conclusion with
Old Fashioned Gate City Days, May 14-16, at
American Legion Park, Winchester Road, Highway
60, Mt. Sterling.
For information and ticket sales, -Persons may
contact Mike Cassidy, Rt..4, Mt. Sterling, Ky.,
40353, phone 1-606-498-5142.

born
Alissa Marie Dowdy
Dowdy, Rt. 7,

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Albert
Mayfield, are the parents of a daughter, Alissa
Marie, born Wednesday, Feb. 3, at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ray Preston,
Fulton,and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Dowdy,Mayfield.

Ginger Ann Gilbert born
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Gilbert, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.,
announce the birth of a daughter, Ginger Ann,
weighing six pounds two ounces, born Sunday, Feb.
7, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mother is the former Helen Virginia Dotson.
Grandparents are Rosalie Dotson and the late
William Dotson,Jim Gilbert of Oklahoma and Lena
Gilbert Milam of Henry, Tenn.

Hospice program starts second year

California led the nation in annuity payments in
1980 with $1.3 billion in benefits from U.S. lifeinsurance companies, reports the American Council of Life Insurance. But New York was the leader
in matured endowment payments, with $88.5
million, the council says.
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which was initiated largely through the efforts and
leadership of Dr. Ruth
Cole, retired chairman of
the Department of Nursing at Murray State
University and a retired
captain in the U. S. Navy
Nurse Corps, is Louise
Sickel.
A registered nurse and
a native of Savannah,
Georgia, Sickel has
degrees in biology from
Agnes Scott College at
Decatur, Georgia, and in
nursing from Murray
State University.
Her husband, Jim, is an
associate professor of
biology at the university,
and they have two
children, 11 and 8. She
came to Murray in 1975
from Atlanta, Ga., where
her husband was in
graduate school.
Sickel contrite
—lei
much of the program's
unprecedented growth in
the Murray area to
broad-based community
interest and empathy for
its concepts.
"We are becoming
identified as a special
service in Calloway County," she said, "I see this
specifically in the increase in requests for
Hospice involvement
from patients and
families. People are asking for us, and it is our

hope that we can respond
with increased service as
we grow through continued training and
educational programs."
Directing the
volunteers is Mary
Moyer, 1231 Dogwood, in
Murray. A native of Bedford, Ind., and the wife of
Robert Moyer a former
manager of the Tappan
operation in Murray,
Mrs. Moyer has lived in
the area most of the past
35 years. An active
member of the First
United Methodist Church
in Murray, she served
five years on the visitor's
desk at the hospital.
The next training session ,at the hospital for
Hospice volunteers will
begin_ Feb. 18 and continue through March.
Enrollment, Sickel said,
will be up to 20 participants, and a small fee,
covering the cost of
materials, will be charged.
A 20-minute slide
presentation detailing the
Hospice movement and
its functions has been
prepared for use by its
participants before civic
and social organizations.
Anyone interested in having the presentatiikn
made should contact
Sickel at the hospital, extension 132.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1982
What kind of day will tomor- could mar your efforts to comrow be? To find out what the municate with others. Coming
stars say, read the forecast good news pertains to money
given for your birth Sign.
or possessions.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21) Mel&
ARLES
44 Innovative methods bringa
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 11
Close ties may raise objec- good financial return, but
tions about a trip. Expect steer clear of dubious proposisome changes. Talks with ad- tions. Be straightforward and
visers about financial matters don't create doubts.
SAGITTARIUS
shouldgo well.
(Nov.22to Dec.21) ji kir
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) 6467 You're in an independent
Avoid friction with co- mood and determined to go
workers. Unexpectai news your own way, despite a
pertaining to investments or friend's objections. Try not to
loans. Elicit the support of antagonize others.
CAPRICORN
friends in the afternoon.
(Dec.22to Jan.19)
GEMINI
Trying to bypass routine
(May 21 toJime20)
A friend's behavior will sur- channels can lead to a deadprise you, and the affairs of end or the disapproval of
children will concern you. superiors. You can depend on
New business opportunities on a friend for help.
AQUARIUS
the horizon.
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
CANCER
You're inclined to let your
(June 21 toJuly 22)
The day's routine may be hair down now and may meet
upset in some way. Be adap- with some criticism from
table. Ingenuity brings others. A useful career tip
benefits. Home concerns in- comes after dark.
PISCES
terfere with concentration.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
LEO
An unusual opportunity
Dating
23 t4pA
a2re subject to comes now, but you may have
ting
jgy
laurfs.2)
change. More self-confidence difficulty raising the
is needed regarding a creative necessary capital. Discuss
project. Don't sell yourself projects with advisers.
short.
YOU BORN TODAY are
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 toSept. 22) WPIL ;analytical and drawn towards
Facing facts about credit .mental pursuits. At home in
accounts may lead to the ,the professional world, you'll
postponement of a purchase. succeed in law, literature,
Don't strain your budget. education, psychology,
sociology, religion and
Relatives are erratic.
science. You have good finanLIBRA
(Sept. to Oct. 22) ilarn cial judgment and would
Inconsistency in thought make a fine banker. -
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NOTICE

woman's
place

New Date

A hearing will be held beginnin§ at 11Y:10.o'clock a.m. E.S.T. March 5, 1982, in the offkes of
the Public Service Commission of Kentucky at 730 Schenkel Lane, Frankfort, Kentucky, in Case
No. 8381 as to the reasonableness of the following rate schedule changes which the West Kentucky
Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., proposes to place in effect upon approval by the
Commission:

by Vicki Dennis
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President Reagan now have to fight; once again,
is in his second year of of- to keep the rights that we
fice.
have gained and we will
We have learned much not be able to look to the
of his policies in the last federal government to
year. We know that the help us in the struggle.
administration, in an at- So, like President Reagan
tempt to curb inflation, suggests, we look a little
cure the economy and closer to home.
remove government from
In the spirit of this
the back of the American revival of "The New
public, has also removed Stateism" (which the
most of the clout from President's New
programs that have given - Federalism plan perhaps
women and minorities should be named), the
the chance to move for- Kentucky Commission on
ward in the last few Women has developed a
years.
package of legislation
We know that there are designed to offset policy
threats to programs like changes now being
affirmative action which discussed in Washington
offered protection from and to overcome some
discrimination in the discrimination still found
workplace, and Title IX in our date Constitution.
which offered the same
Patterned after the
protection in schools.
Durenberger bill, the
To be fair, we also have Kentucky Women's
learned of some good Economic Equity Act of
news for women during 1982 features the followthe last year. There was ing bills:
*State Funded
the elimination of the
Programs.
At this time,
"widow's tax," providing
for an unlimited marital there is no bill on the
deduction in federal books in Kentucky to proestate tax. There has hibit state-funded probeen an increase in tax grams and activities
credits for child care for from practicing sex
low-income, working discrimination. This bill
parents. U.S. Sen. Dave will mandate a review of
Durenberger (D-MN) in- program guidelines to
troduced the Women's prevent any adverse imEconomic Equity Act of pact on women.
*Corporate Day Care.
1981 which spells out tax
reforms, non- One-half of Kentucky's
discrimination in in- _ women ages 19 to 54 are
surance, and reforms in in the labor force, and, of
public and private pen- these, more than half
have at least one child
sion systems.
under 18 living at home.
But, for women, most Working parents are now
of the news of 1981 was having a hard time finnot good. Statistics still ding quality day-care
tell us that we are at the facilities near their work
low end of the economic because the Reagan
ladder, that we make up budget cuts have forced
the great majority of the many day-care centers to
poor and that we are con- close. Some parents must
centrated in low-paying chose between keeping
jobs with little chance of their jobs or staying
advancement.................. home with their children
Still, we have learned and perhaps going on
one great lesson during welfare. This is par1981 - we are going. to ticularly a problem for
AA
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it is not enough to keep
these shelters going and
to establish new shelters
in much needed areas of
the state.
This bill, House Bill 141,
would allocate an additional $10 to the divorce
filing fee with the money
generated to be used for
spouse abuse shelters.
•Victims' Services.
Like spouse abuse, child
abuse and rape are also
on the rise in the state. At
this time,. no state money
is spent on child abuse
shelters or for rape
counOling centers.

Class of Service
Residence 1 party(per month)
Residence extension (per month)
Business 1 party (per month)
Pay stations

Monday,Feb. 15
Murray Hairdressers
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade.
League' of Women
Voters will sponsor a
"Legislative Forum" at
6:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library.

Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a guestValentine covered dish
dinner at 6:30 p.m. at
Club house.

This bill would provide
additional funding for
victims' services such as
the rape couseling
centers, child abuse
shelters and spouse abuse
shelters by adding $5 for
each misdemeanor conviction throughout the
state and $10 for each
felony conviction, with
the money to be earmarked for a special crime victims'service fund.
*Inheritance Tax.
While the Reagan administration has
eliminated the "widow's
tax" on the federal level,
a similar inheritance tax
within the state still exists. This tax becomes-a
special burden to women,
who outlive their
husbands on an average
of 11 years, and
paricularly for farm
women who often must
come up with as much as
$30,000 to pay the inheritance tax following
the death of their
husbands. In many cases,
the only solution for these
women is to sell the farm
to raise the money for the
tax.

• " Murray Lodge No. 105
,Free and Accepted
• Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Recovery, Inc., will
'meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Community Chorus will
practice at 7:30 p.m. at
First United Methodist
Church.
Calloway -County
Association for Retarded
Citizens will meet at 7
p.m. in Room 240, Special
Education Building, Murray State University.

Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6 p.m. at
Joe's Family Restaurant.
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
club house. Chorus will
practice at 6:30 p.m.
Senior Citizens Centers
will be open as follows:
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m.

Retirees of Local 1068
Dancercise class for (UAW) will not meet
women of Moose affilia- tonight.
tion will be from 6 to 7
p.m. at Murray Moose
Senior Adults of First
Church will have
Baptist
ProMurray Chapter of
fessional Secretaries a covered dish luncheon
- Association will meet at 7 at noon at fellowship hall.
- p.m. at Community
Wednesday,Feb. 17
ROOM, North Branch of
Wadesboro
Peoples Bank.
Homemakers • Club will
Tuesday,Feb. 16
meet at 10:30 a.m. at
Household shower for home of Gladys Mitchell.
Opal Galloway and
.children, Adam and Amy,
Returning Students
whose home was United will meet at 7:45
destroyed by fire will be a.m. at Ordway Hall,
from 6 to 8 p m. at home Murray State University.
of Henry and Emma Edward':
Make Today Count will

$(3.00)
23.50
31.00
(7.50)

Residence
Instrument in place
Instrument not in place
Initial pre-wiring
Pre-wiring completion

20.00
20.00
-020.00

11.00
38.50
26.00
12.50

(9.00)
18.50
26.00
(7.50)

Extension
Business
Residence

20.00
20.00

36.00
31.00

16.00
11.00

Moves and Changes
Minimum Trip
Business
Residence

20.00
20.00

16.00
16.00

(4.00)
(4.00)

Inside Move
Main station-business
-residence
Extension-business
-residence

$20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

$36.00
31.00
36.00
31.00

$16.00
11.00
16.00
11.00

Outside Move
Main station-business
-residence
Extension-business
-residence

20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

23.50
23.50
23.50
23.50

Change Type orColor
_
---Business
---Business
Residence
Service call

20.00
20.00
20.00

16.00
16.00
11.00

(4.00)
(4.00)
(9.00)

20.00
20.00

11.00
11.00

(030)
(CIO)

20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

11.00
18.50
26.00
31.00
31.00
36.00
36.00

(OM)
(1.50)
6.00
'11.00
• 6.00
11.00
11.00

20.00

26.00

6.00

20.00

31.00

11.00

Proposed
Present Minimum
Rates Charges
$17.75
$18.75
18.50
19.50
19.75
20.75
22.25
23.25
20.00
31.00
20.00
36.00
25.00
36.00
25.00
36.00
20.00
31.00

Change
$1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
11.00
16.00
11.00
11.00
11.00

Service Order
and
Premise Visit
$11.00
11.00
11.00
11.00

Install 14' straight cord
Install 25'straight cord
Install 12' coil cord
Install 25'coil cord
Install outside bells, residence
Install outside bells, business
Install howler, business
Install relay, business
Install handset amplifier

CALL DIET CENTER.
I LOST
70 POUNDS
AND IT TOOK
JUST 16 WEEKS!

Service Charge on Customer-Owned Equipment
Causing Interference and Service Problems
Residence
Business
Charges for Key System
Install two-button set
Install three-button set
Install four-blotto ad
Install six-button set
Install twelve-button set
Install hands-free key telephone
Install music-on-hold
Install call announcer

The combination of a
nutritionally bolonced
diet, private daily
counseling and
behavior modification
make losing weight
quick and easy ot Diet
Center. I lost all the
wontgd to
weight
without hunger, loss of
energy or the nervousness I hod felt on
other diets ..But what's
more importont, I teamed how to maintain my
weight and never be faCi
, °gain! I only wish I hod
heard about Diet Center
years ogo. Their program is super!

Charges on Code-A-Phone
Install Code-A-Phone, all models
Install Code-A-Phone Electronic Dialer
Charges on Special Circuits
Install radio look
Install radio patch

CON Today
753-0020

-v

Change

;11.00
43.50
31.00
12.50

Miscellaneous Charges
Number change, without premise visit
Number change, premise visit required
Install inside jack, residence
Install inside jack, business
Install outside jack, residence
Install outside jack, business
Install speaker phone
Install separation jack for customer-owned
equipment with FCC registration number,residence
Install separation jack for customer-owned
equipment with FCC registration number, business

When you decide to lose weight..

NO SHOTS• NO DRUGS
• NO CONTRACTS

$1.50
-02.00
2.00

;20.00
20.00
-020.00

Reconnect
Business
Residence

Lose 17 to 25 pounds in tust 6 weeks1 And well teach
you how to keep it off, for good!

$1.00
1.50
21.50
21.50

113.50
1.50
19.50
19.50

Service Connection Charge
Main Station
Business
Instrument in place
Instrument not in place
Initial pre-wiring
Pre-wiring completion

This bill (Senate Bill
IP would exempt a surviving spouse from inheritance taxes and raise
the dollar exemption for
surviving children.

YOU CAN DOII TOO!

Change

Proposed
Present Minimum
Charges Charges

Tuesday,Feb. 16
meet at 1:30 p.m. in Hospital.
Christian Women's classroom of third floor
Club of Murray, Ken- at Murray-Calloway
Murray -Calloway
tucky, will meet at 9:30 County Hospital.
County Hospital Auxa.m. at Calloway Public
-iliary will meet at 10 a.m.
Library.
Overeaters Anonymous in education unit of
will meet at 12:30 p.m. at hospital. Coffee will be
Murray TOPS (take off Murray-Calloway County served at 9:30 a.m.
pounds sensibly) Club
The British Parham-MT-A-Me Stamp Act into efwill meet at 7 p.m. at
in the 13 American colonies in 1765. The
fect
Health Center.
measure, passed without consulting the colonists,
Alcoholics Anonymous taxed all legal documents and contracts to raise
effort against the French. James
will meet at 8 p.m. at money for the war
American
orator, coined the phrase "taxaOtis,
an
western portion of
representation
is tyranny," and the
tion
without
Livestock and Exposition
the American Revolution.
stage
was
set
for
Center.
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of Rainbow for
Girls will meet at 7 p.m-.
at lodge hall:

Present Proposed
Rates
Rates

The following proposed charges are based on the combination of charges for work operations required: i.e., Service Order Charge, Line Connection Charge, Premises Visit Charge, Premises
Work Charge (Residential or business), and Station Handling Charge. All proposed rates stated
which involve the Premises Work Charge (Residential or business) are stated as minimum
charges, and would be increased if the work operation required time in excess of the initial thirty
minute work period. Premises work time exceeding thirty minutes will be charged $7.50 per thirty
minutes or fraction thereof.

Community calendar

Bluegrass State CB
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Joe's Family
Restaurant.

to corn1:orning
money

the single working
mother.
This bill would allow
credit for corporations to
offset the expenses of
establishing on-site daycare facilities for the
children of employees.
*State Regulations.
This bill would prevent
sex discrimination in the
regulations and
guidelines of departments and agencies
within state government.
'Pensions. Seventy-two
percent of the elderly
poor are women, left
alone by widowhood or
divorce. Often these
women have never worked outside the home and
are dependent on their
husbands' pensions. Unfortunately, often a
woman is denied this
benefit because her husband did not have a survivor benefit clause in his
pension or because he
died before retirement
age.
The Kentucky Commission on Women maintains
that if marriage is a true
economic partnership,
then the pension should
not be considered the sole
property of one spouse.
This bill establishes that
pension plans be considered marital property,
would provide a survivors' annuity to the
spouse even if her husband dies before the
earliest retirement age,
and would also require
that she be notified if survivorship benefits are
waived.
'Spouse Abate funding.
According to the Kentucky Domestic Violence
Association, spouse
abuse continues to rise in
the state. At this time,
seven spouse abuse
shelters are funded partially with state money.
While Governor Brown
has recommended that
funding continue in 1982,

Charges for Special Telephones
Install speaker phone
Install cutoff switch
Install data coupler
Install chime or tone ringer
Install voice coupler

NO PREPACKAGED FOODS INTRODUCTORY

Purchase
of Cord
$7.75
8.50
9.75
12.25

3.50 3.50
3.50
3.50

20.00
20.00

31.00
36.00

16.00

20.00
20.00
20.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

43.50
43.50
43.50
43.50
43.50
43.50
43.50
43.50

23.50..
23.50 _
23.50
18.50
18.50
18.50
18.50
18.50

30.00

43.50
43.50

13.50
43.50

25.00
25.00

38.50
38.50

13.50
13.50

25.00
25.00
25.00
20.00
45.00

36.00
36.00
36.00
36.00
36.00

11.00
11.00
11.08- Wet -11.00

CONSULTATION
It could champs yoursI

"The
Village"
641N.
Murray, Ky.

The rates contained in this notice are the rates proposed by West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative Corporation, Inc. However, the Public Service Commission may order rates to be
charged that differ from these proposed rates. Such action may result in rates for consumers
other than the rates included in this notice.
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Obituaries

Focus of advertising angers some women
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Advertisers are behind
the times in their thinking
when it comes to placing
ads aimed at male-only
or female-only audiences,
says Robert F. Young,
president of "Family Cir-

cle "
"Family Circle" adverThe magazine is the tising
world's largest women's
-There is no doubt in
magazine, which means
Young constantly my mind that, to women,
receives complaints from the biggest- irritant of all
women who are angry is the widespread
about the focus of some assumption that certain
products and services are
UPLIFVNG
beyond their comprehen"Thousands of Atlan- sion and shouldn't be
ATLANTA i AP) — To
commemorate the tans signed their names," advertised to them at
topping-off recently of the said a Georgia-Pacific all," Young told the
tallest office building in representative.
Advertising Club of Cinthe southeastern U.S.,
cinnati recently.
2-ton
42-foot
long,
The
passers-by were invited.
He said old maleto sign their names on a beam completed 18,000
steel beam that was to be tons of steel used in the female stereotypes are
hoisted to the top of the framework of the 52-story supported by a shrinking
Georgia-Pacific Center.
but still substantial
structure.

James Robertson, 73,
Kirksey, was pronounced
dead on arrival Sunday at
5 : 1 5 p.m. at Day
Memorial Hospital,
Panama City, Fla.
He and his wife, the
former Reubene Tucker,
were vacationing in
Florida when he died.
One son, Eugene Robertson, died Aug. 19, 1970.
Survivors include his
wife, Reubene; a
daughter, Sue Stone,
Kirksey; two sisters,
Clara Patton, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, and Reba

ado thaek

Hurry In ter
litues 901Iingei
Hi-Fl * Video

Hi-Power* Receiver for Music Lovers Who Demand the Best!
STA-2300 by Realistic°

Add These Matched Components for a
Complete Stereo System—Save Even More!

Save
$40080
Reg. Separate Items 1399.80
war

Save A
$200 ffill•

DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
wonder
if I am losing my mind. I

quite concerned and

Space-Saving
By Realistic

Save -$
$5085

Reg. Separate
Items 279.85

...0PASSIrodPfea/MI..dPIAIKAIrIlr.dIr

Save
$100

I

TV and stand not induded

39995
Reg 499.95

Duplicates all
front panel controls from up to
20 feet away!

Full-Function

Enjoy movies, sports and specials
on low-cost discs! Connects to any
TV in seconds. Play the sound
through your TV speaker, or through
your hi-ti system for dramatic
theater-like effects. #16-301

'10 watts per channel, minimum rms into 8 ohms from
20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.4% total harmonic distortion

• Realistic STA-7 Slim-Line AM/FM Stereo Receiver'
•Two Minimus*-7 Die-Cast Metal 2-Way Speakers
Big-system features in a small package! Receiver has
special equalization switch for deep bass even from mini
speakers. Speakers each have 4" woofer and 1" tweeter.

Belt-Drive Turntable Magnetic Phono Cartridge 8-Track Recording Tape
LAB-120
by Realistic

By Realistic

R1000EDT by Realistic/Shure

mouth.
I would like to know how
safe my family is when they
come to my home. I have all
but asked my son not to
come. I have a 16-year-old
daughter. I couldn't bear to
of her getting the
disease.
DEAR READER — Both
herpes simplex type I
(mouth) and type 2 (genital)
are spread by physical contact with virus-containing
secretions and cells shed by
the infected person. That
does NOT mean sexual contact in all cases.
A person can spread
herpes from the mouth to
the genital area and vice
versa by his own hand. Kissing is a common way to
spread herpes simplex type
1.
From SO to 90 percent of
teen-agers already have
antibodies that show they
have been infected by type 1
in childhood, not by sex but
by kissing and simple physical contact.
With today's sexual freedom, and because of selfinnoculation with spread by
hand, you can find both type
land type 2 in both the genital and oral areas. At present the best we can advise to
avoid spread is to avoid
close physical contact such
as kissing and touching.

Quarter Pound
Pure

40 Minutes

2 for 1"

Ground
Beef Patties

Reg. 1.99 Each
Reg.
39.95

80 Minutes

• Ultra-Light Tracking
• Elliptical Diamond Stylus

Reg. 89.95

Treat your records to this precision
turntable. Damped cue/pause lever.
S-shaped tonearm tracks down to 1 1/2
grams. 331/3, 45-RPM.#42-2973

was sitting in the yard and
mentioned to my husband
that there must be a fire in
the vicinity as I could hear
the siren from the fire
department. He said he
couldn't hear anything. The
next illtylt started again and
I thought it was an electrical
appliance making the noise,
but when I checked I
couldn't find anything. The
next day I was away from
the house and could hear it
again so I knew it was just
me. Then I started hearing
the sound of an organ chords
playing over and over. I purchased some ear drops
thinking it might be wax but
it persisted. Please tell me
I'm not going crazy. What
could be causing this and
what can I do to stop it? I
feel like I could scream.
DEAR READER — Millions of people have such
noises. We call it tinnitus. It
can be like a steam kettle, a
siren, a roaring sound.
You should see your doctor or, if one is available, a
specialist in ear, nose and
throat problems. You are
right that one cause is ear
wax. You can also have such
noises from medicines,
including taking too much
aspirin. If you are exposed

to excess noise you can
develop ringing in the ears.
A number of bearing problems are also associated
with such noises. In some
brain tumors tinnitus is the
first sign — but most such
noises are from other causes, not a tumor.
The treatment depends
upon the cause. Even if a
hearing loss is present that
you are not aware of, a bearing aid that matches amplification of sound with the
areas of hearing loss may
eliminate the problem. Some
patients use a tinnitus masker, which provides a constant sound to the ear and
masks the unpleasant sound.
To update you on the
many causes and management of tinnitus I am sending you The Health Letter
number 12-10, Help for Tinnitus — Noise or Ringing in
the Ear. Others who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
son's wife has herpes in her
vagina. My son says he
doesn't have it now but
thought once he might have
it in his mouth. He had
blisters develop in his

Half Price

Save
$30
Realistic/ADC
OLM30 MKM
Magnetic Cartridge

conducted

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.O.

•

Remote Control

rites

Services for Hoyt
Jackson were Sunday at 2
p.m. at Oak Grove Baptist Church where he was
a member. The Rev. Jai
Bagwell and the Rev.
William Hardison officiated.
Members of Jackson's
sunday school class were
honorary pallbearers.
Active pallbearers were
David, Andy, Gary and
Dale Paschall, Calvin
Matheny and Jimmy Dan
Story.
Burial was in the
church cemetery with arrangements by Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Jackson, 75, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., died Friday at 10 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. He was a
retired fanner. Born May
3, 1906, in Henry County,
Tenn., he was the son of
the late Arthur Jackson
and Cora Story Jackson.
Survivors include his
widow, Lucy Paschall
Jackson; a daughter,
Juanita Paschall, Rt. 2,
Puryear; two stepdaughters, Martha
Matheny, Murray, and
Dimple West, Hazel; a
stepson, Charles
Paschall, Hazel.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Gray Evetts and
Sue Paschall, Hazel; 10
grandchildren; five
great-grandchildren.
He was preceded in
death by a sister, Willie
Mae Newport, and a
brother, Barney Jackson.

Noise problem is real

This "heavyweight" has it all! Check output power at a glance
with dual-range, 12-step LED display. Exclusive Auto-Magic
fine-tunes, locks-in FM stations. AM/FM LED signal strength indicator, separate bass, treble and midrange controls,
much morel #31-3010

Video Disc Player With
Remote Control CED-1 by Realistic

O'Neil, Warren, Mich.; a
brother, Leon Robertson,
Kirkse; five grandchildren.
Lowell E. Jones, 82, Rt.
Blalock-Colema n
2,
Kirksey, died Sunday
in
be
will
Home
Funeral
charge of arrangements. at 6:10 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Usrey
Hospital. His wife, Lora
Lee Jones, died Jan. 17,
1981.
Services for James
The deceased was a
Usrey were today at 11 retired farmer and a
a.m. in the chapel of member -of Kirksey
Blalock -Coleman United Methodist Church.
Funeral Home. James Born June 19, 1900, in
Phillips officiated.
Calloway County, he was
Pallbearers were J. D. the son of the late Randal
Usrey, Alvin Usrey, Mike E. Jones and Dollie PatBurchett, Max Gore, ton Jones.
Randy Young and Gary
Survivors include two
Young, Burial was in sons, Bobby Dale Jones,
Murray Memorial Rt, 2, Kirksey, and Billy
Gardens.
Joe Jones, 305 South 12th
Usrey, 68, 6570 St.; two sisters, Christine
Millcreek Rd., Memphis, Kelley, Murray, and
died Friday at Methodist Tempest Paschall, Rt. 1,
Hospital there. He had Murray; three grandbeen a minister for 30 children.
:wears and at the time of
Arrangements are inh.s death was serving at complete, but friends
Cordova Church of may call at Max ChurChrist, Memphis.
chill Funeral Home.
Born Oct. 17, 1913, in
Calloway County, he was
The biggest seeds on
the son of the late
Richard Usrey and Mary earth are bigger than
Bondurant Usrey. He and beach balls and weigh as
his wife, the former Lela h much as 50 pounds. They
Young, were married are found only on palm
trees on the Seychelle
Aug. 13, 1932.
He is survived by his Islands off the east coast
widow, a daughter, of Africa. Called "coco de
Carolyn Mullins, and a mer" (coconut of the
son, Jerry Usrey, Mem- sea), the giant seeds were
phis; a sister, Noma named centuries ago by
Dunn, Murray; two people who thought they
brothers, Carl Usrey, had washed ashore from
Kirksey, and Fred Usrey, underwater trees, acSpringfield, Mo.; three cording to National
Geographic.
grandchildren.

Rites Sunday
for Jackson

HEALTH

• Realistic STA-2300
Stereo Receiver
• Two Mach One'
Speaker Systems
• LAB-440 Direct-Drive
Turntable, $39.95
Cartridge, Dust Cover

'120 watts per channel, minimum rms
into 8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz, 0.05% THD

Lowell Jones
dies Sunday
at hospital

Robertson dies Sunday

minority of people in
policy-making positions
"Unfortunately, some
of that minority can be
found in places of influence, including, I'm
afraid, parts of the advertising industry," Young
said.
Although the editorial
pages of women's
magazines reflect those
publications' awareness
of the expanded interests
of women, Young said
some ad pages continue
to conform to the old standard — "or should I say,
double standard?"

flyer what you've been missing—and
prevent record wear! Tracks from 3/4 to
1 V2 grams. Smooth 20-20,000 Hz response for high-definition music reproduction. #42-2769

2 for

289 Reg. 2.69 Each

Special-formula oxide for high output, low noise. Polyester base resists breaks, stretching. Stock
up—no limit! #44-840/841

1-988

14 111. Box

Frosty Acres
Green Garden

569

$

Telephone Extension Cords

18% to 25% Off

Printing Calculator

Ultrasonic Burglar Alarm

EC-3007 by Radio Shack

By SAFEHOUSE'

Orange Juice'
$
Choice Sides Of Beef

24/12 ex. Caul2295

30' Cord. 4-prong jack,
Plug. #279-1261

299 Reg3.1111

10% 988
O
ff

Reg 10.95

Enjoy music, news and
sports anywhere! Jacks for
earphone, AC adapter. Wrist
strap. #12-173 Bananas extra

$71 9
12/10 oz. Pigs.

Frosty Acres

Reg.
*279-356488 5.95

By Realistic

Frosty Acres Cream Style

Corn

69 25' Modular-Modular Cord.

Deluxe Pocket AM Radio

20 Lb. Sax

Save
sio

Save
$10

fl

e
9
89.95
Makes figuring taxes easy, and
gives you a permanent printed record. Ten-digit display, 4-key memory. Percent, discount and add-on,
gross profit margin keys. #65-664
1
11

5995

Cut & Wrapped Free

6:45

No Installation—
Just Plug In and Aim
One-piece system protects home and
family 24 hours a day! Covers 20 x 30'
area. #49-303

Wholesale & Retail Meôt

GIBSON HAM CO.
P1i••• 753 1611

!I? N. lnISI.
•cf .L• •7;

$1 39

225 To 275 Lbs.

11011/111; 7:01 I:11111 Moe.• Fri.

111111
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Only Federol Inspected Meat Market In Murray "

•
You
Check Your Phone Book for the itaeho /leek Store or Dealer Nearest
• A DIVISION O. TANDY CORPORATION
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Agricultural trade between U.S., Soviet Union unbalanced
FmHA assists farmers

-

"Farmers Home Administration (FmHA)
has been officially advised to make every effort to
assist farmers in dealing
with current credit conditions," Kendell L. Seaton,
State Director, said.
"While the long-range
outlook for agriculture
looks encouraging, many
farmers are experiencing
temporary credit and
cash flow problems,"
Seaton added.
Farmers who have
received FmHA loans
will be asked to discuss
their loans with field personnel. Deferments, consolidation, rescheduling,
reamortizing and subordinations will all be considered in meeting borrower needs,Seaton said.
FmHA will attempt to
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find ways to stay with
borrowers another year,
except in extreme cases.
Specific guidelines to
be used by FmHA field
personnel include
whether the borrower
has:
-acted in good faith in
trying to meet commitments with FmHA;
-made an honest effort
to pay, but cannot due to
circumstances beyond
his or her control;
-applied recommended and recognized successful production and
financial managem.,nt
practices;
-a reasonable chance
to accomplish the loan objectives; and
-maintained and properly accounted for
security.
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We'll listen! Were the agriculture credit
specialists-your Production Credit Association. Our loan officers have proffessional training, the lending experience and good advice
when it comes to financing almost any sound
production purpose. And PCA offers several
special services to help you plan and manage
your agriculture operation.
At PCA we're open to new ideas. We'll back
good ones with credit dollars. So when you
have ideas or plans for your operation, come
see us-we make a good sounding board and
are a sound source of og credit.

late March or early April,
depending on the
weather.
Persons interested in
obtaining tree seedlings
for spring planting and
desiring some information on planting should
contact Wilson at 4362152, or call the Kentucky
Division of Forestry Office at Mayfield,247-3913

We're aviculture's
lessees leeilla heed
Lot's Tell

Jackson Purchase
PCA
Hwy.641

753-5602
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n
CC116,011'
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Fur skins - about
68,000 of them - accounted for two-thirds of
the value of U.S. imports
from the USSR last year.
Other products
Americans bought from

Need A
Sounding
Board
For Your
Ideas?

Tape seedling orders taken
Calloway County
Ranger Albert Wilson
said it is now time to
begin planning for spring
tree planting.
The Kentucky Division
of Forestry is now taking
orders for tree seedlings
for planting this spring.
These seedlings will be
lifted at the nursery and
delivered sometime in

only $10.4 million. Soviet
purchases of U.S.
agricultural products
were valued at about $1.7
billion - and even that
figure was affected by the
U.S. embargo which ran
till April, Bickerton said.
In the 12 months before
the embargo, which
began in January 1980,
U.S. sales exceeded $3
billion.

30. For every $1
Americans spent, on imports of Soviet
agricultural products, the
USSR spent $164 on
American farm goods,
according to Tom Bickerton, an economist with
USDA's Economic
Research Service. •
Last year, U.S. purchases of Soviet farm
commodities added up to

one-way street, and that's
Just about accurate.
Take the 1981 trade
year, which ended Sept.

Agricultural trade between the United States
and the Soviet Union is
usually thought of as a
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the Soviets included some
tobacco filler, raw cotton,
tea, casein, and hops,
Bickerton says.
Corn and wheat make
up more than 90 percent
of the value of Soviet im-

ports of U.S. farm pro- 500,000 tons of soybeans.
ducts. Other products
Often overlooked,
shipped last year include
tallow, almonds, hops, however, is the imand sugar. Shortly after portance of the Soviet
the trade year ended, the market for other U.S.
Russians also bought products, Bickerton said.

Compare The FeaturesThen Decide
The Michigan Life IRA
Offers The Best

Southern States

All Tobbacco
Supplies
•Seed
•Canvas
•Chemicals
•Plastics
• Weed Free
Mulch
•Plant Bed
Fertilizer
• Bulk
Fertilizer

14.25% through March on
new monies received interest rate
guaranteed not to go below
government Treasury Bill interest
rate for balance of 1982. Pay no
fees and no load -ever. Full interest credited on 100% of
money deposited. A surrender
charge which disappears after 10
years. Flexible premium deposits.
Disability waiver of premium, at
small additional cost, makes
plan self-completing even if you
are disabled and unable to pay.
Provides an income after retire*---rnent which you cannot outlive.
MICHIGAN LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Represented by
--.r.

Call 753-0182
For Bulk Fertilizer

••••

753-1423
"SERVING TN
ENTIRE PU
AREA"

Solloirebr

give
credit/
The a call today!

Us

Land Bank
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Industrial Rd.

BARKSDALE & BOLLS INSURANCE

Murray Ky.

Phone 753-8317

403 Chestnut
-

Concerned Professional Assistance

Pima118 kid soffb•pools ob. W.& if
Central Office In Mayfield
P.0.81 506
247-3654

Outpost Office In Murray
Every Tuesday At The
PCA Office Hwy.641 N. 753-5402

- .4µ
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GOODOVEAR

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT
SOYBEANS

Be Ready For Them
With Jim Fains'

GREEN TAG SALE

GREEN TAGS MEAN GO FOR THE DEALS ON
GOODYEAR TIRES. SAVE BIG NOW THRU SAT. NIGHT!

V, 753-3404

91111D OF SHELTER

\/
SALE
$32"$4

0

Grain

Phone
753-0632
Mon.-Fri.
8-5

Merchdndis
RAILROAD AYE. MURRAY. KY.

Located
On New Concord Hwy.
Next To Lyon's Electric In Murray

Custom Polysteel I

1982 Field Corn Price List
ALL SIZES

4507
•

FUNK'S

4628 A

$55.50

*
,
•

VE
575 34°

80,000
Kernel

4606
4525 A
4522

ALL SIZES

80,000

$57.50

Kovno

P19575R 14 WhItewoll
Blem Radial
Plus $2.26 F.E T. No
Trade Needed

Power Streak

B78-13 Whitewall
Plus $1.61 F.E.T.
Trade Needed

$51.00
XL 32AA
ALL SIZES

II

PLATELESS

$54.00

XL 72 bb

XL 390b

ALL SIZES

ALL SIZES

10,000
Kernel
XL 61
XL 71
XL 72 b

"
$61.00 8"
"" seo.00 813,000
$56.50 84
$51.00 843,000
Kernel
Kernel
Kernel
Kernel
PLATELESS

PLATELESS

PLATELESS

PLATELESS

$43.00

$52.40

$54.00

$55.75

80,000 Kernel

80,000 Kernel

80,000 Kernel

PP A Gs

80,000
Kernel

SX 98
SX 333
SX 351
Sx 17 A

NUM

80,000 Kernel
_ MEDIUM
FLATS-ROUNDS

$53.00

SX 351

PLATELESS
LARGE SEED

$43.00

8-14
MMIM
$40.05
MEESE
H78-15
$2.84
Cli•te.'' 1): .5 1, t1 Steel
Be ted Radial
$2.26
14
864.02
P19575R
$2.50
68.28
P20575R15
$2.64
868.84
P21 575R1 5
$2.85
$11.55
P22575R15

SALE SALE
$31 50 $3262

Pnyyet Streak 4 Ply

roe/ wmtewoli hiems

$1.50
24
A78-13 "Blem"
$1.75
$32.50
"Mem"
E78-14
S2.28
$38.00
G78-1 4 "Blem"
$2.57
$38.50
H78-15 "Blem"
$2.84
$40.50
L78-15 "Blem"
Eagle St. Radial Raised White letter,
$65.00
P18570R13
52.65
178.00
P21.570R1'4
52 90
$87.00
P22570R14
$2.95
$119.00
P22570R15
$91.00
$3.14
5560R1S

Liberal Budget Terms...Low Monthly Payments

SX 98

504 Bags

504

Buc anan Fee
Industrial Rd.753-5378 Murray,Ky.

PURINA
CHOWS

Tfl'LjTs?rar1~ra

COPY AVAILABLE

rower trecut 4 riv Poly W W

Polyglos GT
E60-14 White Letter
Plus 2.49 F E T No
Trade Needed

Power streak Blem
Power Streak
E78- 14 Whitewall
600-12 White Stripe
Plus $1 75 F E T No
DIUS SO 39 FET No
Trade Needed
Trade Needed

•

PLATELESS

Suburbanite Polyester
C78 13 Whitewall
Plus Si 1 94 F E T No
Trode Needed

RUDOLPH'S TIRE & ALIGNMENT
4'1""
R
CD. GOOD,YEAMurray
721 No

17th St

,753O595
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lady Loiters win, Lakers lose

Racers retain OVC lead Lake split with Lowes
rs
with victory at Eastern
By The Associated Press
Ohio Valley Conference
leader Murray State
jumped out to a 14-point
lead in the first half of a
basketball battle with
Eastern Kentucky, but
found the Colonels a
troublesome bunch to
conquer.
The Racers overcame a
second-half rally by
Eastern Saturday to win
80-74 and keep a narrow
lead in OVC standings
over Western Kentucky,
75-64 victors over Middle
Tennessee State.
In other OVC weekend
action, third -place
Morehead State topped
Austin Peay 85-68 and
Akron downed
Youngstown State 78-61.
In a non-conference
game, Tennessee Tech
defeated North CarolinaAsheville 91-66.
Murray State

•

""r•--lks

sophomore guard Brian
Stewart scored 22 points
lo lead the Racers.
Murray State, 16-5 in all
games and 10-2 in the
OVC, jumped out to a 14point lead in the first half
at 224 with 11:51 remaining. But Eastern Kentucky, 4-18 and 2-11,
fought back to trim the
lead to four at 37-33 with
1:05 in the half. Murray
State led at intermission
42-37.
With 9:30 in the game,
Eastern Kentucky took
the lead 53-52 on two free
throws by Jimmy Stepp.
But Walt Davis hit a pair
from the charity stripe to
give Murray State a 55-53
lead and the Racers
never trailed after that.
Glen Green added 19
points for Murray State,
Ricky Hood had 16 and
Sammy Curran scored 10.
Eastern Kentucky's top

scorer was Stepp with 21
points and Jim Chambers
added 19.
In other OVC action:
—Craig McCormick
scored 19 points and Bobby Jones added 18 in
Western Kentucky's victory over Middle Tennessee. Western is now
15-8 overall and 11-3 in the
OVC. For the Blue
Raiders, Jerry Beck
scored 26 points. Middle
is now 15-7 and 8-4.
—All five starters for
Morehead State scored in
double figures, led by
guard Guy Minnifield's 16
points. Morehead State,
14-8 overall and 9-4 in
league play, led by nine
at halftime, then scored
the first 10 points of the
second half for a 49-30
lead at the 16:09 mark.
Austin Peay was led by
Lennie Manning and Pat
Day with 14 each. The

By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
Governors are I-17 and 3While Calloway Coun9.
ty's Lady Lakers got an
—Sophomore guard Joe emotional lift from their
Jakubick fired in 26 convincing victory Saturpoints to lead Akron past day, the boys varsity
Youngstown State. The team was dealt a bad
eighth-place Zips never case of Lowes, as they
trailed en route to their suffered their worst
third league victory defeat of the season.
against 10 defeats. They
CCHS (girls)52
are 7-16 overall. For
LOWES 39
sixth-place Youngstown
Calloway County's girls
State, now 7-15 and 4-9, snapped a three-game
Art McCullough had 19 losing spell by rallying
points.
from 23-17 halftime
deficit to turn it around
MURRAY STATE(o)
Curran 1 114 It Hammooda 2 64 4,
for
a convincing 52-39
Hood $ 44 111, Stewart? 6-11 Wt, Green 8
win.
3-7 19, Adams 0 04 11, Davis 1 44 S.
Slaughter 00-10, Sanders@ 1-2 1, Martin
Coach Gloria Friedgen,
0-0 2
whose team is now 7-10,
Totals 21 U-3811110.
EASTERN KENTUCKY(Mk ._
said the game was "so
—
E merlon 144 5, Wilma 4 14 %
Important. This team's a
Chambers 8 3-3 19, J Stepp 7 74 21, Mitchell 0 114 0, Bud:Laski 36-2 5, Baines
lot better than our record
I, Harkins 25-70,Daniels 2 04 4, Moreflects."
meat loll.
Totals 27 WU 74
The game's pivot point
Halftime — Murray St. 42, E. Kenwas the third quarter
tucky 37
Fouled oat
Curran, Emerson.
when the Lady Lakers
Chambers,Stepp Total fools — Murray
outscored the home team
St. 23,E Kentucky 211.
A 2,200 eat
18-4. A big factor, as
Freidgen noted, was free
throws. "The free throws
were extremely important," she said. "Usually
we go to the line three
times and the other team
points, followed by Der- goes 33. Tonight we movrick Hord with 16, Melvin ed our feet and didn't
Turpin with 12 and Chuck commit any lazy fouls."
Verberber with 11.
From the stripe
Alabama was led by Calloway hit 20 of 31 atEddie Phillips with 15, tempts, with 17 of those
Phillip Lockett with 12, points coming late in the
Mike Davis with 11 and game from Dana Hoke
Ennis Whatley with 10.
and Rachel Lamb. Hoke
The telling statistic hit six charity tosses and
proved to be the shooting wracked up a game-high
percentage. Kentucky 20 points, 13 in the second
shot 54.2 percent from the half.
floor in the second half,
Lamb scored a total 15,
compared to Alabama's two field goals and the
28.6.
rest free throws. The
Alabama was more ef- Lady Laker center also
fective on the boards, had seven rebounds, seoutrebounding Kentucky cond only to forward_Pat39-31, but Sanderson said, ty Doyle, who lincl -eight
"you need to win the caroms and five points.
boards by a larger
Ahead in the third
margin."
period, Friedgen directed
Both Hall and Sander- her squad to go intt a
son were looking beyond stall offense throughout
Saturday's battle to the the second half. The slow
next few SEC contests.
down game resulted in
Said Sanderson: fouls against Lowes and a
"Somehow, we have to few back-door buckets,
find a way to suck up our and the coach explained
gut and play Georgia, her strategy.
Florida, Auburn and Van"We just feel like we
dy," with all but Auburn need to be able to control
on the road.
the tempo. We have to
Kentucky still must come down and take our
face Florida, Vanderbilt, best shot," she said. "I
Mississippi State and was very pleased with the
Louisiana State.
way we were able to conTennessee is in first trol the ball.
place in the conference at
To celebrate the com11-3, while Kentucky is eback win, Friedgen said
tied for second place with she planned to take her
ISU at 10-4. Alabama squad out to dinner upon
dropped to fourth at 9-5.
returning to Murray.
Alabama travels to
CCHS 61
Athens, Ga., on WednesLOWES 75
day to take on the
The Lowes Blue Devils
Georgia Bulldogs, while (15-3) could well be called
Kentucky hosts Florida the Red Devils after the
the same night.
way they burned the nets

against Calloway's boys
varsity in the evening's
second game.
Lowes, emerging as a
region powerhouse, shot
85 percent from the floor
in the first quarter and
jumped to a 25-12 lead
which expanded
throughout the game. The
Lakers staged a brief
comeback late in the
game to narrow the final
margin.
Calloway fell behind by
as many as 31 points at
t, e beginning of the last
quarter, but were able to
gain some ground by
shooting 12 of 19 from the
field to outsore the Blue
Devils 28-17 before time
ran out.
"This was definitely
our worst performance of
the year," Coach Chic
Nute said after the game.
"And Lowes is definitely
one of the best teams in

the region."

cent.
Calloway (10-8) takes
The biggest Blue Devil,
6-6 center Don Spicer, on Providence at 5:30
was also the hottest as he tonight at Racer Arena as
the preliminary game of
scored 19 points in the
the MSU vs. Southeastern
first half to put his team
on top 48-23. He also Louisiana match. Two
players for SE Louisiandominated the paint on
na
once played for Nute
both ends of the court, rewhen he coached at
jecting shots and grabbing rebounds. However, Kingsbury High School in
the Lakers' big fourth Memphis, Tenn. They are
quarter gave them the re- Tim Bowers and Wayne
Booker.
bounding edge at 29-25.

More indicative of the
outcome was the assist
totals as Lowes' crisp
passing game riddled
Calloway's zone for 24
assists to 11 for the
Lakers. Both teams had
nine steals and both hit 11
of 18 free throws.
The telling statistic was
field goals, as Lowes hit
32 of 51 for 62 percent.
Calloway hit 25 of 55 shots
from the field for 45 per-

LADY LAKERS 1521
Doyle 3 1-3 5; Lamb 2 11-ills; Todd 2
2-2 11; Hake 71-1 IS; Overbey 5045;
Huta 1 0-1 2; Barrow 204 4.
LOVES(B)
Dupree II 1641 II; Wyatt 11848; Diana
L. 5 0-2 It; Skaggs I 1-43; Rives 3 HI 8;
Driscoll 28-1 4; Berehard 2546.
Halftime — Lewes 23, CCIRS 17.

LAKERS GI
Miller I 1-2 3, Butterworth 11 0-1 0,
Tebbetts 1413; Key 3 1-2 7, Lovett 5 1
2 11, Gantao.l 0411. Darnell 3 3-2 I,
Sheridan 11 640, Anderson I 04 1
LOVES(75)
Ran 1 $4 7; Mathis 4 114 8; Terry 00-4
11, keret 12 1-4 25; Rut 004 11, Adams 5
0110; Ellegood 11-112; Oliver 0 1-2 I

'Sheer effort'paces Wildcats
words of praise for his
squad.
"You know you play a
pretty good game when
you take it to the wire
with Kentucky shooting
28 percent in the second
half," Sanderson said.
"Our kids really got after
them and you can't fault
their effort."

TUSCALOOSA, Ala.
(AP) — In a game that
was closer than even the
72-62 final score indicates, Kentucky Coach
Joe Hall credited his
team's key Southeastern
Conference win to "sheer
effort."
"We battled one of the
top rebounding clubs in
the nation and stayed
close throughout the
game through sheer effort," said Hall after his
No.12 Wildcats handed
No.10 Alabama its fifth
conference loss of the
._:_season.
A la ham a's—W i m p
Sanderson ass found

The Wildcats, behind
Kentucky led through
most of the contest, but the shooting of
Alabama came back sophomore guard Jim
twice — from a 30-22 Master, outscored the
deficit to tie the game at Tide 40-30 in the second
32 at the half, and to half, and Alabama failed
within 59-58 with four to sink several key
skets late in the game.
minutes left_.
But the comeback,- Master was top scorer
-for Kentucky with 18
wereJo prowefutile.
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NONE'S CLEANING TIP
•Silk. Many dyes used for silk are not fast. Some fade with exposure to direct sunlight and some fade under indirect or even electric light. When buying a silk blouse or dress, check underneath the
collar to see the true colors and try to avoid bright colors. Since perfumes and deodorants can affect the color and dye-bleeding may occur with normal wear. It is best to keep the silk away from direct
contact with the skin. If the garment is too tight, the silk fabric may
split or shred.
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ASK ABOUT OUR

13th & Main

6th & Poplar
••••.•Mar

753-2552

Comprehensive health
insurance protection
II Hospital
II Medical
II Surgical
Your choice of deductibles
and lifetime maximum coverage

Look to the Shield

SHIELD
01
SHELTER

North 12th
603 Moia

61.

Staff photo by John Salerno

Blue Raiderscapturefirst,
Racers 2nd,in indoor meet
In an early preview of new school record in the
the Ohio Valley Con- 880 yard run with a first
ference indoor track place time of 1:51.68. The
perennial powers, the time also qualified him
Middle
ennessee for the NCAA championRaiders topped Murray ships int the 880 yard
State,81-57 1/2.
event.
- The early showdown
Alfred Brown qualified
came at Murfreesboro, for the NCAA meet with
Saturday, in the MTSU his first place running of
Invitational meet.
the 440 yard dash with a
South Carolina placed 47.43 timing.
third with 38 points, He.also placed first in
Georgia followed closely the 300 meter run with a
with 37, Memphis State 30.45 time.
was next with 16 1/2, and
Other MSU athletes
Austin Peay brought up earning top honors inthe rear with 10.
cluded — Paul Babits'
Murray State athletes first place clearance in
broke one school record the pole vault of 16 feet;
and two team members Eddie Wedderburn's first
qualified for the NCAA place in the two-mile run
Indoor Nationals.
(8:53.06); Gary Ribbons'
Elvis Porde, who second place in the twoalready qualified for the mile run; Andy Vince's
NCAA championships in third place in the shot
the 440 yard dash, set a put; Wedderburn's third

place in the mile run;
John Walsh's fourth place
in the 60-yard dash; Don
Small's fourth place in
the triple jump; Barry
Attwell's fourth place in
the mile run; Daren
Pahl's fifth place in the
pole vault; Attwell's fifth
place in the 1,000 yard
run; and Chris Bunyan's
fifth place in the mile run.
Also, the mile relay
team placed third.
MSU coach Bill Cornell
said his team was getting
better each week and
despite Saturday's second place finish he was
confident the Racers
would still have a shot at
beating MTSU later in the
season.
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MILLION DOLLAR
LIMIT ON
SHIELD PROTECTION FOR YOUR HEALTH

ONE
'S
Laundry &
Cleaners

I'VE GOT IT — Calloway County's Jeff Garrison shouts for a rebound

against Lowest Saturday night. The Lakers were pummelled on the road, 75-

Dan
McNutt
522 Main
753-0445
SHELTER LIFE INSURANCE

Potato, Bread & Salad Bar
$ 99

OVC
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Ten Tigers qualify in regional swim meet

es

=MI

—

takes
5:30

Ten Murray High
swimmers qualified for
1—r- the Regional consolation
finals in the Bowling
Green regional meet Friday.
Of the MHS swimmers,
the best time waarecorded in the 50-yard tree
style by Leslie Franklin
with a 31.07 clocking.
Kelly Crawford• placed
second among the MHS
girls in the 50-yard free

style with a 31.73 time,
which also granted her
first place in her heat.
Robbie Perrin notched
the best 50-yard free style
time for the MHS boys
winning his heat with a
time of 28.22seconds.
Another heat winner
was Kim Sykes in the 100yard butterfly (1:31.6).
Cathy Williams and
Franklin won their heats
in the 100-yard free style

_
locos with times ii 1$-yard breaststroke
1:111,16 and 1:12.211,...Aeatin 1:27.53 minutes.
respectively.
Murray's Ginger
Andy Jobs (1:09.25) Robertson qualified for
and Chris Franklin the finals in diving during
(1:06.16) also won their " the preliminary competiheats in the 100 yard free tion Friday.
style for the MHS Tigers, _,....Both the boys and girls
Jimmy Kelly had the 40
. yard medley relay
best 100-yard backstroke teams finished with the
time among the MHS best times in the consolaswimmers with his tion finals, giving both
1:21.13 performance and teams seventh places
Jeremy White won his overall.

lla RS

team con-11k
sisted of Kelly Thomas
(backstroke), Cathy
Williams (breaststroke),
Mary Jo Simmons (butterfly) and Leslie
Franklin (freestyle).
The boys medley relay
team included Jimmy
Kelly (backstroke), Bob
Jackson (breaststroke),
Robbie Perrin (butterfly)
and Chris Franklin
(freestyle).

Fourteen teams competed in the regional
meet including two for
the first time ever —
Murray and Calloway
County.
This yor's program in
bothsbr& and CCHS was
initiated by the MurrayCalloway County Swim
Team Association in an
effort to introduce swimIliag to the city and county!sigh schools.
• -

•

MSU 80, EKU 90

le of
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Lady Racers toppled by EKU
Murray State's Lady
Racers stumbled for the
second time on their trip
to Death Valley,falling to
Eastern Kentucky, 90-80,
Saturday.
Behind by only one at
halftime, 39-38, the Lady
Racers fell victim to a
hot-handed EKU squad
that hit 51 percent from
the field the second half.
MSU could only muster

Todd
04 41,

*MU
1441;

scoring in the barnburner
— Bridgette Wyche (18),
Marla Kelsch (14), and
Jennie Redwine (12).
A major factor in the
EKU victory was 18
points from the free
throw line to only six for
the Lady Racers.
Thursday the Murray
State women return home
to host Middle Tennessee
at 5:15 p.m.

44 percent accuracy after
the half and finished with
their 13th loss in 19
games. The loss also
lowered their Ohio Valley
Conference mark to 2-8.
Mina Todd paced the
losing attack with 20
points while dishing out
five assists as well.
Three other Lady
Racers hit double figure

LAKER SWIMMERS — Three representatives of
Calloway County High School who competed in the'
regional swim meet at Bowling Green are (from
left) Rob Marquardt,Paul Vought and Sean Terry.

Voughtleads Laker
regionalswimmers

Diver Paul Vought and
swimmers Rob Marquardt and Sean Terry
represented Calloway
County High School in its'
first regional swim/diving meet. The meet,
conducted at Bowling
The top three MSU Green High, was a twosingles players led the day affair last Friday and
way to the win including a Saturday.
Vought, a 16-year-old
victory by No.1 Terje
junior,
brought attention
Persson, who defeated
his opponent Ruben Cruz, to the Lakers with an impressive preliminary div4-6, 6-3, 6-4.
ing score of 162.25 Friday,
MSU coach Bennie placing him fourth
Purcell said the competi- among 16 divers.
The top preliminary
tion was as tough as he
score was 172.10.
expected it to be.

Racer netters split pair
in indoor tennis opener

0-1 41;
att 5 11 2-21;

7114

bons
41.

In the initial competition of their season, the
Murray State indoor tennis team recorded a win
and a loss over the
weekend.
The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
hosted the indoor tourney
and in first-round action
the Racers fell to 17th
ranked Alabama,8-1.

MURRAY SWIMMERS — Members of the Murray High swim team that
competed at Bowling Green include — (seated left to right) Ginger Robertson, Kim Sykes, (standing from left) Andy Jobs, Jeremy White, Kelly
Crawford, Bob Jackson, Kelly Thomas, Jimmy Kelly, Leslie Franklin, Chris
Franklin, Cathy Williams, Mary Jo Simmons, Missy Connor and Robbie Perrin.

Only the No.3 doubles
team of Jan Soegaard
and Eric Tisthammer
triumphed against the
Crimson Tide netters.
They won their match, 76,6-4.
Second round competition saw the MSU men
bounce back with a 6-3
victory over Georgia
Tech.

Duffy Show highlights
Tiger victory at Ballard
By JIM RECTpR
Sports Edith.
For awhile Saturday
evening, the Murray High
Tigers were putting on
The Ted Duffy Show at
Ballard Memorial's gym.
However, when Duffy's
act was over the rest of
the cast pitched in and
completed a 63-54 victory
show on the road.
Duffy, the Tigers'
catalyst guard, tied for
game-high scoring
honors with 21 points
before fouling out late in
the game.
Duffy began his performance with an
underhanded, back over
the shoulder type layup
after passing the basket
on a baseline drive. He
then connected on variety
of shots t 10 in all from the
field) including 20footers, layups, tip-ins
and baseliners.
His aggressive play
earned him 10 points by
the end of the first half,
but it also marked him
with three personal fouls.
Murray led by as much
as six in the first period,
10-4, yet the Bombers
fought back and when
Duffy was seated with
3:33 remaining before the
half the hosts took advantage.
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Behind by one, 28-27,
the Bombers proceeded
to out-score Murray, 6-0,
to take a 33-28 lead at the
half.
Neither team scored in
the third period until Duffy drove for a layup
(6:4 2 ) and cut the
Bomber lead to 33-30.
Duffy's example inspired the Tigers',inside
game in the third period
as reserve Al Wells and
center Jim West asserted
pressure on the boards.
The Tigers' boardwork
produced six buckets in
the lane in seven attempts in the third
quarter.
"That's what helped us
in the second half," MHS
coach Cary Miller
pointed out. "We got into
foul problems and had to
rely on our sixth and
seventh men tonight. Duffy played a very determined game tonight and
our guys did a good job of
getting it to him."

rebeands .wilib• nine,
behind West's
Wells,
who popped in 11 points,
also added six boards.
Keith Myers kept the
hometowners in the contest with his 21 points, 11
coming at the charity
stripe on 14 attempts. He
snatched 12 rebounds in
the first half, but when
Wells and West began
asserting themselves in
the second half, he only
claimed five more boi- rds
during the game.
"They (Ballard) are
especially hard to beat
here," said Miller after
the game. "It was a big
challenge for us and we
met it."
Miller went on to say
his team was looking forward to the tough tournament season ahead and
his team was "right on
schedule" as far as their
playing was concerned: •
Ballard dropped to 13-9
with the loss while the
Tigers improved to 15-4.
Miller added about Duf- The Tigers remain idle
until Friday when they
fy, "And he knew what to
host Christian County.
it."
he
got
when
do with it
MURRAY (63)
David McMillen, the
McMillen 22-26;-Duffy 14 1-1 21: Pace
51-211;
McCuistoo
1 04 2; West 34-7141;
topped
guard,
other Tiger
Wells 4 3-411; Alesander 1 04 2
the assist department Totals 26 11-16 63
BALLARD MEMORIAL(54)
with seven and teammate Stevens
50-0 10; Buchanan 2 04 4;
forward Ronnie Pace ad- Myers 5 11-14 21, TaHer 3 54 11. Brewingtoa
32-21.
ded three.
Totals- IS IS-24 54.
Pace was also second in Halftime- Murray 211, BM HS 33

_

SEC
standings

Murray High's Lady
Tigers were praying for
snow before Saturday's
game at Henry County,
Tenn., but what they got
was a snarling pack of
Lady Patriots.
Guard Debbie Washum
led a third quarter charge
that saw the HCHS
hostesses outscore MHS,
19-11, enroute to a 55-54
victory over the Lady
Tigers.
Washum copped gamehigh honors with her 21
points.
The Lady Tigers 1'01 to
13-4 with the loss and face
a tough Hickman County
team on the road Thursday.
Murray led at the half,
Saturday, 31-28, but the
Lady Patriots came out
shooting and survived a
late 141`1S rally.

HIGH LEAPER — Murray's Ronnie Pace (21)
flies to block a Ballard Memorial pass, but to no
avail. Watching the action is Tiger Stuart Alex-

11.

Donna Rousse led the, The Lady Tigers outlosers with 16 points, rebounded the Lady
assisted by Kim Tharpe's Patriots, 42-27.
15 points and 18 rebounds
MURRAY 154)
and Monica Greene's 10
Jones 1 44 6; Thorpe 6 3-3 16;
M.G reene S 0-1 10; Rousse 7 3-2 16;
points.
Ridley 2 0-1 4; K Greene 02-3 2; Swift,
Murray outscored the I-21
Totals 2112-1054
HCHS girls, 41 percent to
HENRY COUNTY (86)
39 percent from the field,
Veatey 1 4-7 10; Thompson 1 34 2;
but missed a final shot Fletcher 2 1-2 2; Washum 10 1-3 21;
1. Howard 4 3-7 II: McGrew 0 1-3 1;
that would have won the J Howard 21-32.
Totals -- 2211-25 55
game.

Vo:
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Cash '200000 or '750" On The Spot

CD,

New 1982 Continental
Rabat*'2000"
New 1982 Mercury Capri .... ....... ... Rebate1"
50
New 1982 Mercury Cougar XR7
.-Rebate $750°°
New 1981 Mercury Cougar XR7 ........ . . Rebate $750"
New 1981 Mercury Cougar GS-2 Or... .. . . Rebate $75000
New 1982 Mercury leiter 4 Dr.
. Rebate s750°°
New 1982 Mercury leper 4 Dr.
Rebate s750°°
•

s.
0,

0
-4c
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Extra Special Feb. & itiarch Oily

12% APR Financing
To Qualifying Customers On Above Cars
ga
Your Authorized Lincoln-Mercury Dealer

Hatcher Auto Sales
753-4961

CD

Murray, Ky.

71
'
Easy Money - Easy Money- Easy Money tosy Money. Easy.4

- a.
.3%.
,,
,
,4,
411h5Or
•
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I
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44C:
rri

EASY MONEY

only the third driver to
win this event more than
once, took the lead for
good 38 laps from the end
•
of the race at Daytona International Speedway.
Averaging averaged
153.991 mph in his Buick,
515 So. 12th
he finished 22.87-seconds
„
•
•
•• "— ,
ahead of Cale YarEasy Money111111111•100011111.111.1.111111
borough's Buick.

•e/

COPY AVAILABLE

ander (25). The Tigers triumphed,63-54, at Ballard,
Saturday.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Easy Money - Easy Money - Easy Money - Easy -Money Easy Money - Easyk
e

Sports, briefly
DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla. (AP) — Bobby
Allison, frustrated in last
year's Daytona 500 when
he ran out of gas late in
the race, ran away with
crashed-marred 24th edition of NASCAR's most
prestigious event.
•
Allison, who became

SEC Staodiags
Southeasters Conference
Conference All Games
W L Pct. W L Pct.
11 3 736 16 6 727
Tennessee
Kentucky
10 4 714 17 5 .773
10 4 .714 13 3 119
Louisiana St.
9 5 .641 17 5 .77
Alabama
8 6 571 11 9 _592
Mississippi
7 7 .50013 9 .sck
Georgia
5 9 .157 II II 5001
Auburn
53 .357 12 10 .5454
Vanderbilt
311 .214 7 15 .3
22
.1
Miss. St.
2 12 .143 5 17
Florida
Satarday's Results
Georgia 57, Louisiana St. 51
•
Mississippi St, Florida 57 ot
Kentucky 72, Alabama 62
Tennessee 59, Vanderbilt 55
Mississippi St. 59. Auburn 46
Sunday's Result
.
North Carolina 64, Georgia 57

t

Lady Tigers lose road game
bysolo point to Lady Pots

nell
,ing
and
sevas
ers
I at
the

Finals on Saturday
found Vought in a promising position on the required back dive with a
1.6 degree of difficulty,
followed by a crowd
pleasing optional forward
double somersault dive
with a 2.0 degree of difficulty.
The heartbreaker came
when he failed in his final
optional attempt — a for,
ward dive with a 11/2 full
twist, barely missing
completin of the 2.2 difficulty rating.
Vought finished sixth in
the Western Region, ju.,:t
short of a berth in the '
state competition, with
his 210.05 score.
Marquardt, a 15-yearold freshman, placed second in his heats of both
the 50 meter freestyle
28!31 and 100 meter
backstroke (1:18.54), but
was eliminated in Fri•
day's preliminaries.
Terry showed promise
as a 13-year-old seventh
grader by placing second
in his heat in the 100
meter breaststroke
(1:27.734), but was also
eliminated in Fridays
preliminaries.

Maga

•••

•
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THE ACE.PC®

ilSe;
-ACROSS
1 Humorous
one
4 Extra
9 Mature
12 The self
• 13 Jargon
14 Time period
_15 Upend
,• 17 Repeat
performance
19 Bacteriologist's wire
'21 Cooled lava
22 Landed
r.25 Guido note
27 Animation
•
-31 Wager
• 32 Whined, in a

3 DC ins
4 Transaction
5 Gave
6 Silver symbol
7 Fish eggs
8 Sicilian
volcano
9 Fuss

-

Tolbert Story, Rt. 2,
Puryear, TN 38251
Committee for,
Robbie Milstead,
Westview Nursing
Home, Murray, KY
Incompetent,
Robert 0. Miller,
201 So. 5th St., Murray KY Attorney
John Finis Lindsey,
Rt. 3, Murray, KY
Deceased, Clara
Lindsey Mathis, Rt.
3, Murray, KY Executrix, Sid Easley,
204 So. Sixth Street,
Murray, KY Attorney

. way
34 Part of

•

LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Roszella
Williams, guardian
for Jennifer
Williams, minor
child. Exceptions to
this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
February 24, 1982,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A periodical settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by 0. H.
Jones, committee
for Lonnie Wallace
Paschall, incompetent. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before February 24,
1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

James E. Steffey,
A-20 Fox Meadows,
Murray, KY
Deceased, Vera
Burlene Knight, A-4
Fox Meadows, Mur✓ ay, KY Administratrix, Max
W. Parker, Courthouse, Murray,KY
Attorney

EC= UM UMW
DUE COO UM=
CUM UM LIU=
OUNCUE NOM=
EC UGIOU
RI Long,slender MUM IDUCUMUU
fish
IIL UMUCI DUU
11 Scan
MUUMUU MOM
16 Vessel
UMW GC
18 Kind of
UMMIND GUEMOU
20 Actor
MOGI OUB MOM
Wallach
OCION UM MUG!
22 Toward the
OEM CCU CVLE
stern
A

Leroy Cunningham,
1702 W. Main St.,
Murray, KY
Deceased, Ruth
Cunningham, 1702
W. Main St., Murray KY Executrix,
GaryR.
Haverstock, 105 N.
Sixth St., Murray,
KY Attorney

lily

23 Nocturnal
mammal
33 Bitter vetch
24 Tell - to the 35 mature
Marines
39 Yes. in

to
26 Dislikes
be
Madrid
28 Negative ' V 40 Goddess of
35 Decay
prefix
36 Tirne period
healing
V
37 MA's neigh- 29 Wild
41 Scale note
30 Roman
bor
"1.14 Wager
official
38 Certain Brit46 Pinochle
ish regiments 32 The sun
term
41 Pigeon pea
42 Journey
43 Prefix with
like or satisfy
44 Tree trunk
45 Dorothy's
aunt
•
*s •` 47 Prevalent
• IV
49 Repast
53 Cut-rate
store
-r 57 Macaw
•!•',
•. lit'. 58 Inclines,
60 Transgress
• 61 Supplicate
62 Thick
• 63 One, no
matter
which
DOWN
1 Damp
2 Time gone by

48 Join, as
a metal
49 Bespatter

50 Anger
51 Scold
52 Female ruff
54 Meadow

55 Sea eagle
56 Attempt
59 Article

MEM
MIN WOE= MEM
11111111111111ffi 1111111111111MI
MEOW MN
WORM
killM111111•1111111
ION WINN WINE_ idll
IiiMilM1111111
IMMO MIMI WINNE

LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Mamie
Bryan Hall and
James W. Bryan,
co-executors, of the
estate of Myrtle L.
Dixon Bryan,
deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before February 24,
1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by James R.
Alexander, executor, of the estate
of Reba Alexander,
deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before February 24,
1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Boyd Linn,
Murray, KY
Deceased, Carotin(
Parker, 1404
Hughes Ave., Mur✓ ay, KY A dministratrix, Gary
R. Haverstock, 105
N. Sixth St., Murray, KY Attorney

Come to Gene & Jo's for
your Aloe Vera liquid.
Quart 59. gallon $27.

NOTICE
Will clean gutters and do
yard work. Call
after 5 p.m.
759-9638. Ask
for Carl.

WU MINIMS WIEN
WIWI id

Emu iaimo
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CeSt4 '9-9- • men
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Selective Service System before
March 1, 1662, to avoid penalty
Ifs easy Go tei the nearest Post
Office and fill t your card lilt
and pul your
take two rn
mind at ease
BUMS
MARCH 1ST

114.1-2
4,

WHATEVER
YOU SAY )

I WANT
SOMETHING.
THAT WILL
STICK TO
MY RIBS

_
'-"5-'
1 i‘

VICE.SYSTEM

Post Orrict

ammo\

d( IT'S BOUND
TO BE AN
IMPROVEMENT

YOU'LL LIKE IT
WE GET 70
T1-1E 70P, BEETLE.
TNE VIEW'S
TERRIFIC

(01,

ev.,5
Cotter
Studio

•
CO

?St rot

*loin

THE CATCH
THE CATFISH
& SEAFOOD
Johnny Robertson
Rd. Sou*
159-1506

perience necessary.
National company. Details and application
mailed. Send your name

LEO'S
GOLD-GEMSSILVER
Imeedlese Jewelry Repair.
Hest lees 10-20 senates.
h Chum Realty (rear)
404 N. 1215 Street. Lew
prices au el Jewelry
mar.

and address to: Bond
Industries Hiring Dept.
11. Kendalia. Tx. 78011.
Accepting applications
at Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr.

9. Situation Wanted
House cleaning every
other week. Have references. 759.1255 753

-

12 MONTH
FREE
FINANCING
CRASS FURNITURE

2377.
Responsible mother
wants to babysit babies
and small children. 5
minutes east of town.
759.1692.

- --

10. Business Opportunity

E

T

TREE
SCHOOL provides
quatity child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 753.
•
9356.

Happy
Valentine's
Day
Gory Don,
Happy Valentine. We love you
very much.
The Keys

For Sale

$50 000 to $80 000 per
year. Are you bored
tired of
with your job
working for the other
man? National Company based in
Lexington. Ky is looking for 4 distributors in
10 county area. Call
606.231-7886 collect.
Make money selling
beautiful
Avon
jewelr y
gifts. and makeup. Get
low cost insurance bene f ts. Call Connie
753 5750 in
White
Murray.

13. For Sale or Trade

-

16. Home Furnishings
Gas stove.
avocado. Like new. Call
759-4676.
Antique walnut drop
leaf gate leg table with
antique
pads $650.
walnut buffet $850. Both
pieces are refinished
and in mint condition.
Call 147-58.40.
Frost free freezer. $225.

30m.

Call 753.0219.
One antique couch with
wood trim and other
miscellaneous furni
ture. Call 767 2454.
One refrigerator and 1
stove. Call 753-7261.
Sears space saver portable dishwasher. 18in.
wide perfect condition.
$150.492.8730.
Stove and refrigerator.
Very good condition.
Selling because of moving. $300. for pair.
753-5688.
Two piece Early
American living room
suite. Like new. Call
489.2327.

19. Farm Equipment
Deere tractor
with mower deck and
snow plow. 436-2540.
I Holland tobacco
setter( I row) 3 point
hook-up $100. 60 sets of
1982 John

poplar tobacco scaf900-1000
folds $200.
sawed tobacco sticks
2 tobacco can$140.
vases 1 year old (12x751
$20. each or S35 for
both 6 plastic gas trays
$30. or $5. each. Paris
642.7584.
6620 John Deere 4-wheel
drive combine with 340
hours. 1972 Chevrolet
steel bed
grain truck
and hoist. 5-16in. John
23 hole
Deere plows
John Deere wheat drill.
6 row Birch cultivators.
382-2294.
Allis-Chalmers no till
drill. 12-20in. rows.
$4500. Call 1-733-4017,
17331828
One deluxe 135 Massey
Ferguson tractor. Like
mint, brand new. Only
400 hours. Contact Howard Brandon 753-4389
or 753-5960.

15. Articles for Sale

Olympic Plaza
753-7113

Parts from 1973 Monte
Carlo. Complete front
both doors
cap S175
350 turbo trans
575.
mission $125. rear glass
$25. steering brakes
front hubs, rear end.
air conditioner
heater
and interior parts. 395.
7569 after 4p.m.

Open 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.

SHIRLEY
FLORIST
500 Korth Foirth
Alarm, Ky.
-753-3251

A

22. Musical
CAR STEREO Pioneer
Marantz
Kenwood,
Sanyo. ProMitsubishi
fessional intallation.
Sunset Boulevard Mpsic
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

William Nall Pasco, DMD

3. Card of Thanks
Antique City Mall Hwy.
45 between Jackson and
says
Humboldt.
"thanks" to our K y.
customers. 82 dealers
welcome you. Open 10.5
Sun, 1-5. Closed
Monday's.

,

announces the opening
of his office
for the practice of

1

General Dentistry
Hours by appointment only.
1653 Calloway Ave.

753-1914

CITY DIRECTORY
CENSUS TO BEGIN

SHORT NOTICE-Our Speciality
Mayfield 247-1866
References furnished

250 Chevrolet head $40.
2 8ft ornamental
wrought iron posts $25.
used washer $40. 489
1440.
Four prom dresses.
Sizes 4 5-1 and 2 slips.
n3-3694.

Clean 1 9 7 7 Malibu
$2600.
Classic. 2 door
Call 753-9872 anytime.
For sale or trade es
tablished business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any re
asonable offer con•
sidered. Owner financ•
ing available. Call 753
4109 after 5p.m.

available hourly, daily or weekly Mature personnel,
experienced, bonded, Notary. Will fill sick or
vacation vacancies

i

vinyl recliner
S750
couch (green and
$25.
walnut trim) $75
Aladdin lamp $85. Old
Kerosene heater $20.

Portable washer and
dryer. Call 753 1916
before 5p.m. or 753 3480
after' 5p.m. Ask for
Kate.
Stamp and coin collection or accumulation.
Call after 3p.m.
767-4169.
Would like to buy good
used washer, Call 753.
7261.

Gold &
Silver Inc.

_

Antique oak dresser
$150. 9 piece Duncan
Five dining room suite

14. Want to Buy

Large assortmeot
of gamin 74 Kt.
geld dipped leafs
36 differed! styles
$2.95 Each.

ANNOUNCING
TEMPORARY SECRETARIAL
SERVICES
now available including shorthand, and typing,

1E16

WHEN

Per Week Part
at Home. Web
America's foremost dictionary corn
pany needs home
workers to update local
mailing lists. All ages
experience unneces
sary. Call 1-716-841-6000.
Ext. 5111.
$241.10 weekly working
part or full time at
home. Weekly
- paycheeks mailed
_ directly to you from
Home Office. Start
Immediately. No ex
$100
Time
ster

and rate

The Knott;

111
uiuuii111111
6111111111111111

YOU PROMISED ME
A FANCY LUNCH-AND YOU GAVE ME
JUST TWO PANCAKES

kvc.i

2. Notice

Notice To
Creditors
The following
estate fiduciary apAline W. Steele,
pointments have
Panorama Shores,
been made in the
Murray, KY
District
Calloway
Deceased, George
Court. All claims
Quail
Ed Waldrop,
against these
Creek Dr., Murray,
estates should be
KY Executor
filed with the
fiduciary within six
Ann P. Wilson,
months of date of
Circuit Court Clerk
qualification.
\
`` LET JUSTICE BE
(70 COULD RUIN
PONE THOUGH THE
MY WHOLE CA5E9
HEAVENS FALL!"
i
'
I
tri

(
HE-RES THE WORLD
FAMOUS ATTORNEY ON
HI5 WAY TO THE
COURT HOUSE..

am heed

•

IS. Articles for Sale

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

John D. McKinney,
901 Stratford Dr.,
Murray, KY
Deceased, Edna C.
McKinney, 901
Stratford Dr., Murray, KY Executrix,
Sid Easley, 204 So.
Sixth St., Murray,
KY Attorney -

LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Marjorie
Shroat Dunn and
John H. Dunn, coexecutors, of the
estate of Felix
Howard Dunn,
deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before February 24,
1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Lydia Forster, Rt.
1, Hazel, KY
Deceased, Htfgh W.
Foster, Rt. 1, Hazel,
KY Administrator,
Robert 0. Miller,
201 So. 5th St., Murray,KY Attorney

Aaswer to Saturday's Puzzle

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

I. Legal Notice

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

•

MiE EX 30

laelithe

NO01721
t-li-A
"It's dangerous to take all
44175
the risk out of life 1112
Arnold Glasow
01175
Leaving a trump at large
.6$s
is sometimes a foolish risk Wien
EAST
At times, however, it's the •IC J 4
•Q10112
117e
only way to win. Study It 9 4
*Q10443
declarer's approach on •K 9 3
.1 5
•
today's game to see the dif- •Q 10 9 2
SOL'TII
ference between foolish risk
Slit__
and a good plan
VAX 41.116
Declarer wins the trump
A
lead and can count nine top
•I( 7 6 4
winners. A 10th winner can
come from a 3-3 club break
Vulnerable North-South.
or from a lucky lie in Dealer: South. The bidding
diamonds However, if Saadi West Nee& East
declarer takes the easy road
Pass
217
Pass
and draws trumps, neither
Pass
3 NT Pass
of these long shots comes 4V
Pass
Pass Pass
home and declarer's game
goes one down
Opening lead Heart four
Here's how today's
declarer made his game. At made the game in any
•• ' trick two, a low club was led event
. dummy's eight and East's
..• ,• to
Bid with Corm
jack and another trump
came back, declarer South holds: 2-15-B
winning. The diamond was
•Q 108 2
cashed just in case a defend76
er had started with K-Q dou•
•Q 106 4 2
bleton or K-Q-X, and a club
411.1 5
• ' was led to dummy's ace. A
- third club was led past East
and declarer won his king North South
Declarer's fourth club was 2 NT
ruffed with dummy's third ANSWER: Three clubs. A
and East did not have the Stayman inquiry asking
• - last trump to overrruff. This opener to bid a four card
gave declarer his crucial major. Raise three spades to
trick, enough for game and game; bid three no trump
over any other bid
rubber.
vd,. What if East had held the
Seed bridge imam= to The Aces
third trump? Then declarer P0
Box 1191111, Dallas, Tessa 75225.
lucky.
so
*- wouldn't have been
with satf-addremed, stamped envelope
• But he could never have for reply

Guaranteed Work

.

OPERATIONS-PROGRAMMING
MANAGER
Excellent opportunity exists for a "take charge"
individeal with experience in IBM 34 MAPICS
system. This iedivideal should possess a thorough
knowledge of computer langvage (RPG) in
manefectaring apprmations. Qualified individual
should send memo in confidence to Manager;
P.O. Box 190; Merrily, Rentacky 42071.

,

ENGINEER
Project Engineer, designer, draftsperson. Excellent growth potential
for aggressive individual. Prefer
experience in vehicle HVAC and
sheet metal layout. Send Resume in
confidence: P.O. Box 190, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.

N

Johnson Publishing Company survey
workers are contacting local residents to
obtain current informatiqn to update the
next Murray City Director. Local people
have been hired to conduct the survey. In
most cases the census will be conducted
by telephone, however some residents
may be contacted in the evening or in person at home. You will not be asked to buy
anything.
You will be asked:
'Husband and wife's names, occupations
•Addres and telephone number
*Home ownership
"Number in family, or
Names and year of birth of minor
children
Business will be asked to provide the
correct firm name, names of owners and
officers, address, telephone number and
nature and classification of business.
Information gathered in the survey is to
be used in the next edition of the 82 City
Directory - a city reference book used by
local businesses, governmental agencies
and emergency services. Your cooperation with our survey workers will be appreciated.

JOHNSON PUBLISHING CO.

If
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2-1-.Mobile Home Sales

22. Musical
Wurfitzer electric
piano. Also one set of
Leslie speakers 1750
Call 753 8963

1968 Baron. On
12500 174
furnished
8838.
1971 Fleetwood 14x70 2
2 baths fur
bedroom
fished. Call 753 4683 or
753 1336 after 5p.m.

30. Business Rentals

stall clean up shop
with office and gas heat
Contact Howard Bran
don 753 4319 or home
753 5960

3E"X le 311:1

34. Houses for Rent

Five

ROUSES
FOR RENT
'Duplex in tows, elm
carpet A foIecere6o1
tareeibeat - $141 per

X.Pets-Supplies
AK C Bassets. Show
all shots and
quality
wormed Guaranteed
sound and healthy
$150 $200 Call 753 0672
after 6p.m
AK C German Shepherd
puppies. 21 champions
in 5 generations
American Eskimo Spitz

43. Real Estate

52. Boats-Motors

M. Used Cars

1971 Volvo. 4 cylinder 2
air condition
door
& Thermos
159 4645.
enemies
1972 Chevelle Super
Reel Estate
Sport Good condition
759 1843.
Seirtbside Coon Sq.
1972 Delta Royale Old
Norm, Itentocky
smotoile. $400 Call 753
753-4451
6308.
1973 Buick Century.
n. $725
Spring is l ust around Good conditio
m.
the corner and we have Call after Sp
a large waterfront lot 753-2512.
for you to build that 1974 AMC Matador, 1973
summer home on! 400 AMC Station Wagon.
feet of water front and 1-318 Dodge motor and
only approximately fif- transmission. 4 14in.
teen miles from snow tires 2-50m. snow
I electric fuel
Murray. Priced at only tires
$11 000. and luSt waiting pump. Wood for sale
for you to view! Roberts $20. rick. 753 3649.

Mirrow Craft boat
20hp Johnson motor
and trailer Call after
Sp m 153 5503 two

53. Services Offered

ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
WANTED
Attractive 2 bedroom
and trim. Aluminum
with fireplace •1
duplex
trim for brick houses
01110111
Ne
H. Mobile Home Rentals and carpet stove and
Responsible poly to
Jack Glover 753 1873.
one mile seeti of NOM
guard
Also
puppies
Pan
take op perusals es
g spring con
12x60 with 2 pull outs on refrigerator in
Acceptin
mai geraca, $111111
lot
hips
2153
554
502
dogs.
lawn mowing
living room and bay orama Shores. 436 2755.
like sew piano.
for
tract
per moot; lees. will opRuns
Dog
"Portable
Murray. For
windows. New furniture One and 2 bedroom
of
city
in
tion to porcine possible to
and Kennels. Cages and
CLAYTONS
central apartments near down
es write
estimat
and carpet
free
mieNtio4 Wryer
a
for
Write
accessories.
Rt. 3
Oaks. 753- town Murray. Call 753Baker
Shady
heat.
A.
Harry
City
575
753-7
"Prefessieeel Services
-tree catalog. Falls
Ky.
4109 or 436,284-4.
Murray
5209.
CA
105
Box
of
seri
Immo
St.
beIreem
'3
2936
Fence Ca.
With The
42071.
Extra nice 2 bedroom Lakeland Wesley Vill
1158
loos seer Akio, I'm
Xavier. Dept. CM
23. Exterminating
Teech"
age now renting 1
mobile home. Small.
Asphalt driveways and
.
43- -vL
per si•sit
quiet court. $85. 753-8216 bedroom elderly apar
Parking lots sealed by
Office
After
K
40212.j,
y.
tments. HUD Rent •OMer 3 bedroom beam in
after Sp f
Sears. For free es
Nears
Registererceckep pups
Subsidy Proram Apply
timates call 753-2310.
153-1651.
Realty
Normaere
is
ec
1712.
Wks
759
L W.V. U.S 68 at
753-4136
CHIMNEY SWEEP
.eed, used
dip, •
Ben
Jonathan Creek
1977 Wiles Coops INC. For your saety
7S3.836
Sale
41.
Public
MURDER
FOR RENT
.41tie for Wady
beat,
ton. Ky. 42025. 502 354NV& Local. Ons call for free estimate.
widow types, $75.14 per
!(EDUCED
01 2 BR furnished, central
8888. An Equal Housing
Attic Sale Mon and
767-4706 or 767-4779.
,
Street
Sharp..
Oweer.
heat, very nice. Close to
mew&
ity.
16
and
15
Opportun
Feb.
Tues.
TO 26,900
lot.
private
town
on
EY SWEEP
CHIMN
Reeky
St.
e
15th
S.
8-5.107
elley's Termit
Duplex apartment for
Good location n Riveria Cts. extra nice 3
your safety
INC.
For
reformats
mid
Defeat
•
•
BR furnished. Water and
rent. Phone 759-1503.
BOGARD REALTY &
g.
estimate.
M'S
shoppin
for
to
free
call
PURDO
close
& Pest Control
Trash Pickup furnished.
DOVER
AUCTION,
One bedroom un- regeire4.SPANS IlEALTT
or 761-4779.
767-4786
elese -Cam so Coon
2
1
/
1
eled
Remod
TN. We buy liquidation
Oldsmobile
furnished or furnished. CALL
Buyers he.leeryviete
Phone 753-3114
Do you need your
story brick home
ASSOCIATES F01 ALL YOUR
inventories of
Located near hospital.
MANAGEMENT
Poetise
I NO
Sine
Service
Iambi
carpets cleaned? Find
equipNEEDS
coms-farm
ESTATE
KUL
big
businsse
with
759-4756.
1912 Coldwater Reed
out how inexpensive it
753-7774
ment. Note-We will sell
24. Miscellaneous
fortable rooms - 2
Do you manage your rental
One bedroom furnished
can be done with deep
Money, 1.5.0.69 42111
Call
you.
for
auction
at
manAGE
it
or
does
property
apartment. 121 North
cleaning. Call
large bedrooms
steam
(512)753-0186
AAA CUSTOM MADE
YOU? We will manage yoar
50.
615-232-51
W.
Man
1406
next to fairgrounds. $90. 37. Livestock-Supplies
753-0015.
Jeff
s
bedroom
2
Anytime
down,
rental property for you
CABINETS
Moving Sale love seat
753-5315
per month. 753-3139.
Ai L. KENNON
Fence sales at Sears
bookcases
Colossus
up. Located in
Pig feeders waterers
coffee
arm chairs
or 2 bedroom low fairing crates. heat table
One
now. Call Sears 753-2310
beim
music centers, etc.
140
x
75
tables
a
on
end
Hazel
Real
Estate
utilities. $165. month. pads. Also a 3pt. hitch.
Reasonable. 436.2566.
Linteeed & leaded
1974 Chevrolet Malibu. 4 for free estimate for
ieweiry. wedding dress
lot, nice variety of
Call 759-9303 anytime.
91n. post hole digger. size 6 stereo. All must
Air compressors for
good condition. your needs.
door
fruit trees and
Call 753-0468
sale. Dill Electric.
Will trade 11395 Call
go! Call 753-8948,
garden area. Very
189-2595.
Antique brass plated
43. Real Estate
Estate
43.
Real
affordable take ac44. Lots for Sale
glass door firescreen
1975 VW Bug Mint Ahmim Service. Ce.
Lutist
In
almen mil net( Wing,
With mesh curtain
tion today!
& PKOPE It T MANAGEMENT
condition, excellent gas
on
acres
seven
Forty
4 x 37?
/
281
screen
MUR-CAL
Call mileage. Call 753 9075 miss trim work.
POPLAR ST.
West
94
YOUR
Hwy
SELL
inches. Fireplace crate. Two BR
after 5p.m Ask for letwenes. Call MU El
rent with
759-1987.
Custom quality and
HOME IN TOWN
APARTMENTS
Call 753-8393 after 6p.m.
David Barton.
option to buy. Sell with
On the main thoroughSeim 153-8611.
convenient location
TO SOMEONE
Beauty shop equipment. owner financing. Call
1978 Chevy Malibu
12th.
South
216
fres
fare
wits
bins,
3
1,21
make
combine to
•
57
OUT OF TOWN
owner
a dresser wash bowl. 759-4592.
one
4-door
a
$165.11 per es. liasilicaphydrolic chair and hair Two bedroom furnished
this home and exWe're in touch with
for busi- 000 miles. excellent
zoned
already
dryers. Call 759-4592.
ps1 Nit. kelp contused
ceptional buy. This
trailer for couple or
TD-11
buyers from around
ness you can find this condition. $2895. 753 For your lime hauling
and lime spreading
Oak firewood for sale. international. $120. per
home
lot just waiting for 6915.
bath
2
large
BR,
ash! Mat sal air,
3
.
When
the country
REAL ESTATE
white rock gravel, and
Caprice
t
436-2271 436-2211.
location
Chevrole
ideal
1980
month. 753-5750.
The
you.
t
also offers excellen
carpeted, Miklos sp753-40110
you list with us you
Diesel V-8. coal hauling. Call 753
business
Wagon.
new
any
for
gCA console color tv
floor plan with
pliamts. Mks limn Ikeget a referral serpower 4545 or see Roger
venture! Check with us power seats
AM-FM 8-track 29. Heating-Cooling
$75.
,
rooms
tilt
large
Hudson. Located 10
the
Mee.
cruise
with
Fri.
price.
911-12411
and
421
7
windows,
at
vice
size
See
about
145.
stereo
Four ton Heil air condieast on Hwy 94.
Services
miles
tape
:Wel
stereo.
"Prides
storage
753-1651.
ing
AM-FM
Realty
outstand
Roberts
and
Riviera Tr. Ct. anytime tion unit. Call 753-8393
IlwIlessl
strength
one Free estimates. All
18 000 miles
The
for
after 12p.m.
Witt
lot
deep
and
you'd
after 6p.m.
dge
knowle
11145. Farms for Sale
owner. your electrical plumbRCA console color tv
Friel* Teed"
gardening.
expect from the
512-155-49M
air con
753 1323 or after 4:30 ing. heating
AM-FM 8-track 30. Business Rentals
acres
92
175.
sale.
for
Farm
After Office
Number 1 real
painting and
Oppatain
ditioning.
stereo 115. See at 7420
35 tillable, burley base )53 576,3.
Call
Niers
estate sales
Riviera Tr. Ct. anytime
2 miles west of Brewers. 1974 Mat, 35 MPG, insulating needs.
753-9673.
in
ely.
zation
immediat
after 12p.m.
sell
organi
Must
FOR LEASE
753-4136
GENERAL HOME
$49 000 or best offer. excellent coaditioa.
RCA console color tv
America. We have
Two bedroom
square feet
753-1036
575
REPAIR. 15 years ex376-5428.
8-track
AM FM
nt.
175.
apartme
se
townhou
profrom
requests
of space for subNEW QUALITY
perience. Carpentry.
stereo 145. See at N20
let
1956
Chevro
es furnished
Applianc
spects interested in
plumbing
46. Homes for Sale
lease or take new
HOME
Riviera Tr. Ct. anytime
central
carpeted
pickup, excellent con- concrete
sliding. NO
roofing
purchasing four
after 12p.m.
heatair. Also 1 studio
In Canterbury - enlease in Bel-Air
3 bedroom brick house. dhies.
JOB TO SMALL. free
in
2
Carpet throughout
joy the good life in
Shopping Center. apartment available. bedroom homes
Seven month old Dobers. Days 414T-Mrd,
1980
estimate
753-1559.
or
living
have
753-7550
large
We
city.
the
bathesman pup. Partly trained.
471-22711:- • this lovely 3 B.R.,--rtnights
space leases
2359
The
new,
miles.
18000
car
2
den.
and
room
Two bedroom duplex. three families from
Red female. Get in touch
bath
0
,
2Y2
.
V
.
by Sears.
B
$150.0
ng
for
Gutteri
now
storlarge
.fwith
Make
Men reef.
garage
Hales
Central heat and air. No
with Lynn Lee,
three different
Sears continuous gutWHY PAY
home. Entry foyer,
age room. Call 489-2145 firper month, and the
pets. 1210. month 1200.
Trailer Park. No 68.
ters installed for your
states wanting four
or 753-2493,
RENT?
large family room
deposit. Lease required.
utilities never ex1979 Mown Carle,
specifications. Call
homes.
m
bedroo
5p.m.
after
2
25. Business Services
Call
new
like
e
own
can
Assumabl
you
e.
CenWhen
fireplac
with
encollent cosidkin.
ceed $50.00 monSears 753-2310 for free
753-6699.
We're in touch with
Year old home. Fenced
this attractive 3
tral elec. heat
estimate.
HODGES TA.,-SERAvailable
thly.
heat
garage
in
yard
113
753-7
a
buyers. Give us
VICE. The Income Tax
bedroom home, pump plus extras. Call
pump, lovely
K & K STUMP REMOApril 1, 1982. Pre- 33. Roornsior Rent
Specialist 1104 Pogue
call 753-1492.
VAL. Do you need
st
Northwe
Double
g.
located
or
9
carpetin
753-846
owner.
sent lease expires
Rooms for rent 1 block
Ky. -Call 759Used Trucks
Murray
KIDS,BRING
stumps removed from
ic
Murray. SHROAT WALDROP 50.
of
automat
garage,
Call
y.
univesit
from
1982.
er
1425.
Decemb
in
YOUR PARENTS
759-1707.
1951 Chevrolet 2-ton your yard or land
2%
/
Assumable 101
opener. In 80's.
The space is 753-1812 or 753-6933.
2 speed axle. cleared of stumps? We
truck.
by
sale
For
lake.
Pool table included
the
On
26. TV-Radio
d
qualifie
to
loan
VA
remove stumps up
NEED MORE
Rent
for
presently utilized
Houses
34.
like new very Good condition. $150. can
owner
All
room
rec
with
inches below the
veteran. Monthly
Craig quick mount car
ROOM?
home. Across street from Pet to 24
bedroom
C.
2
nice
H.
Dr.
by
leaving only
equipment included
Near Kenlake 5 year old
FM 8-track stereo still
ts of appaymen
Shop on 4th & Sycamore ground,
furniit,
lovewithout
is
or
this
Then
With
Denham, 0.D. 3 bedroom insulated
sawdust and chips. Call
in box. New $75. now
with swimming
St.
$275,
dock
tely
private
ture
proxima
and
study,
ly 4 BR.,
free estimates. Bob
$45.492-8730.
Because more electric heat and wood
2 car 1964 Ford pickup. 6 for
1
2 /
pool - Just now on
includes principal, fireplace
restove
situated on treeKemp 435-4343 or Bob
heater
move
shift.
to
straight
Ready
garage.
space is needed for frigerator
cylinder
Two
the market
435-4319.
and water
interest, taxes and
studded lot. This
in. Immediate posses- gas saver. $495. Call Kemp Jr
his office, he will furnished. $195. plus
LARGE
bedrooms on each
insurance. Phone
Need work on your
has
g
home
436Call
SOO.
charmin
517
sion.
49-2595.
deposit. 442-3877.
prunbe moving into
two levels. - Dine
trees? Topping.
753-1222, Kopperud
2102.
SELECTION
large living-dining
1966 Chevrolet pickup. ing. shaping complete
clean well Nice
what was formerly
formally or in eat-in
full
4
for
cylinder
house
Realty
6
bedroom
Three
ton
3.4
kitcountry
area,
5 room house.
and more. Call
USED TV's
hen the South Side insulated
with 4 ),2 acres of land. speed, mechanically removal
details.
chen, large rec.
BOVER'S TREE
Electric heat. city wa- kitc
489fair.
753-6940.
body
Call
for
directsound
loan
le
ant,
Assumab
Restaur
25" color $39.95
SERVICE for Pro•
ter cook stove utiliroom, 2 baths, elec.
2454 after 6p.m.
ou - Equity for
fessiongi tree care.
ly across the street
les
19" color, 13" col41.
Motorcyc
than
Less
heat.
187
ACRE
4
Scout.
1970 I -HC
bath. 4 miles out on
153-8536.
owner. Call 753-1492
from his present
at
cost
or, 19" B/W
ment
metal
replace
full
FARM
125 YZ Yamaha Dirt cylinder
Federal Hwy. Couple. for your preview.
location. Call 753only $49,900.
Bike. Only $395. Town &
No pets. Deposit and
FOR SALE
CLAYTONS
4576.
Country Yamaha lock-out hubs. standard
references required.
Recently listed
ROOFING
transmission. Phone 1Murray 753-8078.
$140.753-5593.
753-7575
in southern
farm
Tn.
& SHINGLES
BUILT-UP
Paris.
353
901-642-6
Bike.
Pine
175 Can-Am Dirt
Two bedroom
Rolowwwws. AN work
Marshall County
& 1972 CJ5 Jeep. 6 cylinnew
Town
$695.
t.
Only
waterfron
Bluff.
•
Mid
21. Mobile Home Sales
georamt••41. Fre•
between Murray
deck. 753Country Yamaha der. lock out hubs.
wood stove
Estimates. CoN 759Werehoese
standard transmission.
Murray 753-1078.
8087. 753-7980 753-1863.
MEM MS,RAMIS®
and Benton. Ap1978 Challenger 12x60 2
1859 or 753-6581.
metal top. 63 000 miles.
bedroom all electric,
Two bedroom brick
proximately 105
Sterage„Apace
1200 Sycamore
Par'
6353
1
3
41
42071
underpin
Kentucky
universblock
air,
Murry,
1
central
duplex
tendable acres,
For lent
ac237S3-1442
ning, recently reity. Central heat. 753Professional 'painting
ent shed,
equipm
354-8669
753-2649.
.5791 759-1071.
modeled. $7000.
_753-475$
compaperhanging
G
LISTIN
close
and
NEW
bins
grain
or after 5p.m. 354-8173.
residential
mercial
RBURY
CANTE
driving distance to
farm
interior-exterior
ESTATES
Kentucky Lake.
buildings, estimates.
YW Factory Fasts
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
Here's your .e*Some owner financPaid akincycle
$350 se all 1982
Thirty one years ex
portunity for a coming available.
Tina
Voliswagens incieding
perience. Carpenter fortable and roomy
Phone 753-1222,
e
performaoc
fermis
remodeling
Americas highest mpg
building
home at a realistic
Kopperud Realty in
motorcycle tires norm
and repairing annex on
Sod..
&
Robot
diesel
(gip This Ad From The Paper
tprice. Economic
Murray.
emnie et Dimon Prices,
home and trailer. 434.frocks.
111111•1111
2253.
'central gas heat,
•
And Save For A Needy Reference)
Correa Tire & Wheel
Carrell VW Rebate
Tole painting lessons.
central air and 2400
Aliposeet
. evening&
square feet of living
$350.00 On Al Mornings
153-1419
lIeS 1141111
weekends. Degreedatea which includes
VW's.
licensed instructor. For
storage areas
more information call
1978 ATC-1111 3-wheeler.
Kay at 753-0713.
galore, built-tm
#0.1B4Miright7sA Week
Good- condliton. 5300..r
Will sharpen hand saws
bookcases sect
Across street from Pe8-4----libene 7S3-51151 3-5352
saws and skill
chain
desks in bedrooms,
Shop on 4th & Sycamore
&min
753-4656.
Call
saws.
sewing room, den,
St.
Seed
and
Feed
living room, plus a
55.
Stored
See to believe.
1973 Honda 125. 400
19 x 29' family room
Hay large round bales
actual miles. Also 1976
with lovely
$15. each. Call 382-2207.
175. 4 36-24 18
Honda
Services
essioesil
"Prof
fireplace. Private
anytime.
With The
fenced patio with
Service
It Auto Services
Quality
Frieedly Toed"
gas grill adds that
Office
touch
After
extra nice
1979 Chevrolet V-6 enCompany
gine, low milage. 414Neon
that totals up to a
2325.
Meeting and Air Coofine home-buying
Alosieme mod Vinyl
753-4136
Soles; Solos
trim
ditionial
Phone
ity.
Cestem
opportun
225 Acres Good Access 75 Tillable
Slog,
753-1836
ofuf Service. Moder..
us today! 753-1222.
wed. leforeacos.
NEAR ALMO
Sheet Metal 8 Service
Acres
COUNTRY
KEY
Oil WIN Ed Doily,
HEIGHTS
Deportment:
CHARM
753-0689.
AUTO PARTS
3 bedroom frame
Peaceful country
acres,
2
/
21
on
home
livin' goes with this
Hwy. 121 Smith
has gas heat and
unique three
Money, Ky.
lots of room, afbedroom home in
753-0101 or 753-7531
mid Used Awte
New
fordably priced at
Graves County betPorts, lotteries,
26,500.
only
ween Murray &
Tires, Wheel Covers,
RANDY
HAVE YOUR
Mayfield. Antique
Atte Accessories.
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By Kent Forrester

MSU student
to present
piano recital

Film centers on relotionshi s
An aged man is but a
paltry thing, A tattered
coat upon a stick, unless
Soul clap its hands and
sing, and louder sing...
Adult pleasures. Ah,
there's nothing like them
every now and then. Not
too many, you understand. Just every now and
then. Then back to Star
Wars and I Killed a
Teanager sequels.
But for the time being,
On Golden Pond. And you
don't get any more adult
than that.
On Golden Pond, as you
probably know, is a
"relationship" movie,
one in which the most
dramatic thing that happens is someone growing
closer to someone else. I
rarely look forward to a
relationship movie the
way I look forward to,
let's say, a new big
budget science fiction
movie — but I usually enjoy them when I get
there.
I enjoyed Golden Pond.
It's not quite as good as
the last couple of adult
movies I've seen,
Kramer Versus Kramer
and Ordinary People. But
it was good enough to
hold my attention.
The center of Golden
Pond is Henry Fonda,
who plays an eighty-yearold man, a retired professor, whose mind and
body are breaking down
in preparation for death.
But before that last good
night, he doesn't want to
be made helpless, made
to look like the fool, as he
plays the role of a curmudgeon. He fends off
people, strangers and
family, with caustic corntnents, and he fends off
death by mocking it. He
does not go gentle into
that good night.
Surrounding the old
man are his wife of fifty
years, played by
Katharine Hepburn, his
daughter, played by Jane

Fonda,.and his
daughter's fiancee's sok-a thirteen-year-old from
California. They come
together for a vacation on
Golden Pond, the family
retreat.
Obviously, a movie like
this should be loving
enough toward its
characters so that we
care about them — but
also be honest enough
about life so that we see
that the movie is not just
shucking us. Golden Pond
is reasonably honest and
caring.
You will care, I think,
for the old couple, Fonda
and Hepburn. And though
I'm sure that some will
say that they were sentimental Academy
Award nOntinations this
year for Best Actor and
Best Actress, I think they
deserve their nominations. It's true that,
unlike the current crop of
actors like Pacino,
DeNiro, and Streep, who

so fast that the boy,
have the
negative
capability" of becoming, shortly after he meets
chameleon-like, the Fonda, iireading the old
characters they portray, man's books — Treasure
the acting of old pros like Island and A Tale of Two
Fonda and Hepburn looks Cities. But who's to say?
like acting. It's larger Perhaps there's a lad out
than life, almost there in California even
caricatural at times, but now who stops cruising
it's never ridiculous and drive-ins and "sucking
always fascinating to face" (a particularly obnoxious expression the
watch.
Oddly, the most in- boy uses for "kissing")
teresting relationship in. long enough to read
the movie is not the one Stevenson and Dickens.
The movie _is not
everyone has been
writing about, the one perfect. It seems to taper
between Henry Fonda off toward the end,
and his real-life daughter dissipating its strength
Jane; instead it's the instead of gathering it. In
relationship between the that respect it's a bit too
old man and the young much like life and not
boy. It was gratifying to enough like art for my
watch the boy begin the taste.
Golden Pond is rated
movie as an obnoxious
kid, immersed in the PG due to mid-level
California teen culture, swear words and a sugand end it as something gestive but funny conversation between the old
more human.
Perhaps it was going a man and his daughter's
bit too far to turn him into fiancee. No violence or.
such a sterling lad so f st nudity.

COMMISSIONED — Debbie L. Gadberry has her second lieutenant bars pinned on her by SFC Steven L. Bright after her commission in USA Third ROTC
Region, Senior Program, Cameron University, Lawton, Okla. She has been
assigned with Hq. Co. 149th Aviation Co., Lexington, Okla. On completion of her
bachelor's degree at Cameron in December 1982, she will go to OBC at Fort Sill,
Okla. A graduate of Murray High School, she is the daughter of John and Mary
Gadberry, 1301 Poplar St., Murray.

Karen Thackrey of Carmi, Ill., a student at Murray State University, will'
present her senior piano
recital at 2 p.m. Sunday,
Feb. 21, in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center
on the campus.
Her program, which is
open to the public, will include "Fantasia in C
Minor" by J.S. Bach,
"Papillons Op. 2" by
Robert Schumann and
"Images, Book I" by
Claude Debussy.
Assisting on the program
will be flutist Kathryn
Finney of Gallatin, Tenn.,
who will play "Fantaisie" by G. Hue, accompanied by Miss
Thackrey.
The recital by Miss
Thackrey, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Thackrey of 711 W. Oak
St. in Carmi, is in partial
fulfillment of the B.M.E.
degree. She is a student
at Murray State of Marie

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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Cigarettes
reduce benefits
of exercising
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A University of
Louisville study has concluded that the benefits of
exercise may be cancelled out by cigarette smoking.
Dr. Bryant Stamford,
director of the university's exercise physiology
laboratory, said that
research shows that
tobacco may inhibit the
presence of high-density
cholestrol, a substance
that helps remove other
harmful kinds of
cholestrol from the body.
Since July, Louisville
researchers have conducted tests on about 500
volunteers to study the
relationship between
smoking and cholestrol.
Those who had smoked
more than a pack of
cigarettes a day for at
least five years had
"significantly" less highdensity cholestrol than
the non-smokers, said
Stamford.
While exercise normally helps the body produce
- high-density cholestrol,
-he said, tobacco apparently works against
its production in the
bodies of smokers, he
said.
The study has not yet
determined whether light
or occasional smoking
also drops high-density
cholestrol levels, said
Stamford.
Medical research has
indicated that a .high intake of cholestrols — the
fatty alcohols found in
animal fats, milk and
'eggs — contributes ta1Mrisk of heart disease.
However, recent
studies have shown that
high-density cholestrol,
carried into the arteries
by protein, can keep lowdensity cholestrol from
building up in artery
walls.
The Louisville study
showed that levels of the
helpful substance were
higher in people who did
not smoke, even if the
smokers ate well and exercised regularly
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Salem Slim Lights 100 s.
Light in tar. Light in looks.
With all the smooth
country freshness of a Salem
-One Beautiful Menthol ...
in one beautiful box

9 mq."tar",0.1 mg

nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.
i
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